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FORE WORE
By Parricia DeCarlo
C’o-C’hair, Philadelphia Latinn
Voting Rights CommiL lee
Philadelphia, PA
As our society inches towards the 21st
century and the population of the
United
States continues to transform itself dram
atically
in color of skin, income level, and
cultural-ethnic background
there must of
structure in government, to honestly refle necessity be changes in the existing power
ct these changes.
The genius of “redistricting” our legis
lature each decade, a process built
into our
Constitution, is that it provides an insti
tutional tool by which to prevent thos
e in power
from unjustly clinging to it. Human
nature dictates that those holding polit
ical power
and wealth will have little incentive to
surrender it. Yet reapportionment, and
the con
stitutional precept of one-person-one-vo
te, arm the average citizen with the
ability
indeed the obligation
to stand guaid over the fair distributi
on of power and re
sources for all people, and thus make
a democracy that is true and vibrant.
By the arrival of the 21st century, citiz
ens of various colors and ethnic origins
Latinos, African-Americans and Asian
Americans
will comprise a piece of the “ma
jority” in this country. The only viable
tool that ethnic minorities will poss
ess to ensure
a proportionate right to vote, and to elect
representatives of their own choice in
Harris
burg and Washington, is the constituti
onally-mandated tool of redistricti
ng. This,
along with the Federal Voting Rights Act,
embodies the simple guaranty of our
democ
racy dating back to the Revolutionary
War that there will exist no permanen
t aristoc
racy; that the fortunes and opportunities
of all citizens will remain fluid and able
through hard work.
to rise
In this sense, the lessons of past reapporti
onments are “required knowledge”
minority citizens in this Commonwealth.
for all
They are essential for all citizens, of what
heritage. One must understand how
ever
reapportionment works in order to prod
chinery of government and make it func
the ma
tion for the better.
During the past several reapportionments
in Pennsylvania, the Latino and Afric
American communities have had a notic
aneable, positive impact. The Reapporti
onment
Commission has encouraged citizens
in a very positive way to attend hearings
, provide
testimony, and put their views on the
table. Although not all views have led
to new dis
trict lines on a map, these views have
been expressed, and heard. Many of
them have
been acted upon.
Reapportionment is a wondrous inve
ntion, It allows all citizens of all back
grounds
and colors to air their views; influence
the balance of power; and eventually
part of the balance of power in governme
beco
nt. But to use reapportionment skillfully me
any tool, one must contribute attention
, like
to detail and hard work.
The following book on the Pennsylvania
Legislative Reapportionment of 1991
vides a starting point for that important
pro
endeavor. The rest is left to the individua
l citi
zen, who must bring the guarantees of
our Constitution to life with diligence
and active
participation in a healthy process that
sparks democracy to life once each
decade. Re
apportionment of legislative seats is
an easy enough process. Citizen parti
cipation in
that process is what makes it difficult,
but invaluable if our constitutional repu
blic is to
survive.
—
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For. Patricia DeCailo

CoPies denta del Cornice Lan tino d Philadelphia
oar Ia Redistribucion Electoral
Philadelphia, Ps
IIientras nuestra sociedad se aproxima al siglo XXI y Ia pohiacion de los Estados
Unidos continua una transformacion drastica
en el color de la piel, nivel de ingreso,
y decendencia cultural y etnica, tiene que haber, por necesidad, cambios en Ia estruc
cia poder que existe en el gobierno, para que honestarnenie se refiejen estos cam
b;os.
El genio de “realinear nuestros Distritos Legislativos” cada decada, un proceso in
tegrado en nuestra Constitucion, es que provee un instrumento institucional con ci cual
puede impedir que aquelios con poder injustamente se adhieran a ci. La naturaleza
humana dicta que aquellos que tienen poder politico y riqueza tendran poco incentivo
para ceder su poder, Sin embargo, realineacion de distritos electorales y el principio
onstitucional de una-persona un voto, arma al ciudadano ordinario con la abilidad
de montar guardia para asegurar una distribucion justa de poder y re
y obligacion
cursos para toda Ia gente, y para lograr una democracia que es verdadera y vibrante.
Para Ia Ilegada del siglo XXI, cuidadanos de varios colores y origen etnico
Lati
nos, Africano-Americanos y Asiatico-Americanos
pasaran a ser pane de Ia “majo
na” en este pais. El unico instrumento viable que la minoria etnica tendra para ase
gurar que ellos tendran un derecho al voto proporcional, y elegir representates de su
preferencia en Harrisburg y Washington, es ci instrumento constitucional de realinea
cion de distnicto electoral. Esto, en compania con ci Acta Federal de Derecho al Voto,
encarna la simple garantia de que en nuestra democracia, desde Ia Guerra Revoluciona
na
no existira una aristrocracia permanente; que las fortunas y las oportuniadades
de todos los cuidadanos permaneceran fluente y capaz de progresar por rnedio de tra
bajo fuerte.
En ci mismo sentido, las lecciones aprendidas en realineaciones pasadas son “con
ocimientos requeridos” y esenciales para todo cuidadano minoritanio o de origen et
nico en este estado. Uno tiene que entender como trabaja Ia realineacion para poder
influenciar la maquinaria del gobierno y hacer que funicione mejor.
Durante las ultimas redistnibuciones de districtos electorales en Pennsylvania, las
comunidades Latinas, y Africanas-Amenicanas han tenido un impacto notable y p0sitivo. La Comision Para kedistribucion Electoral anima a los ciudadanos en una
manera positiva que asistan a vistas publicas, provean testimonio, y pongan sus puntos
de vistas en Ia mesa. Aunque no todo los testimonios han traido nuevas lineas a los
districtos electorales en los mapas, estos puntos de vistas han sido expresados, escucha
dos y muchos ban sido usado como referencia en los cambios.
Redistribucion electoral es un invento maravilloso. Le permite a todo cuidadano de
toda clase de descendencia y color a exponer sus puntos de vistas; influenciar ci balance
de poder; y finaimente ser parte de este poder en ci gobierno. Pero para usar redistribu
cion electoral sabiamente, como cualquier otro instrumento, uno tiene que ponerle
atencion al detalle y trabajo fuerte.
El siguiente libro de Ia Redistribucion Legislativa del estado de Pennsylvania de
1991 provee un punto de comienzo para ese esfuerzo importante. Lo dernas Se Ic deja ai
cuidadano individual, quien tiene que traer la garantia de nuestra Constitucion a Ia
vida con deligencia y participacion activa en un proceso saludable que brinda una
chispa de ‘ida a Ia democracia una vez cada decada, El proceso de Redistribucion. Le
gislativa es facil. La participacion de cuidadanos en este proceso es in que lo hace difi
cii, pero de gran valor, si la Constitucion de nuestra Republica ha de sobrevivir.
—

—
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1
iNkODUCTiON
E2rh decade folio’ig the federal cdnsus, the Constituose of Pocsyivania re
res that the legislative districts for the House and Senate of Penaskania be
newly drawn, or reapportioned. The Pennsylvania Constitution mandates this
jroccs so that each citizen’s vote ultimately carries the same tteight in the ballot
bo. Equality in votjng is meant to remain constant regardless of a population
shifting from rural, to urban, to suburban areas, or the changing racial composi
tions in neighborhoods and political subdivisions.
The Legislative Reapportionment of 1991, by almost any historical yardstick,
turned into one of the most colorful and challenging redistricting enterprises since
the Pennsylvania Constitution of 1776 first introduced the concept of periodic leg
islative reapportionment to the United States, In 1991, the problems of creating
legislative districts that satistied the U.S. Supreme Court’s one-person-one-vote
problems that had dominated the reapportionment process since the
mandate
U.S. Supreme Court handed down its landmark 1962 decision in Baker v Carr
took a backseat to other issues. For the first time, modern computer software en
abled legislative staffs to effortlessly generate maps with extremely low population
deviations. Legislative seats containing roughly equivalent percentages of raw
population could be created in infinitely different ways, with a ream of different
color-coded maps.
The bigger question, however, was “how” to create such equal-sized configura
tions. Should staffers at sterile computer terminals be permitted to ignore com
munities of interest and disrupt traditional political equations in the name of fash
ioning legislative districts with lower and lower population deviations? Prior reap
portionments that had created maps in smoke-filled rooms with only pen and
paper had at least managed to place a premium on old-fashioned political fairness.
Modern technological wizardry now threatened to create mischief. The Reappor
tionment Commission’s single greatest challenge in 1991 was not to create equalsized districts; rather, its more difficult task was to create districts even-handedly.
A second challenge related to the guaranty of equality in the right to vote for all
citizens, embodied in the Fifteenth Amendment of the United States Constitution.
A bold new development in the interpretation of the Federal Voting Rights Act, by
Congress and the United States Supreme Court, thrust upon the Commission an
unparalleled mandate to create districts that not only protected, but affirmatively
assisted, African-American, Latino, Asian-American, and other minority groups
in electing candidates of choice. Computers could produce these “racially gerry
mandered” districts, but should they try?
Finally, the shifting population of the 1980s
from the urban western part of
Pennsylvania to the suburban east
created a third surprise (and no-win situa
tion) for the Commission. One senator and a handful of representatives would
eventually lose their seats in the tumultuous reapportionment process. The central
focus of this uproar would turn out to be Senator Fiank Pecora(R, 44th District),
whose Allegheny County seat would be moved east due to population shifts; he
would wage appeals unsuccessfully up to the United States Supreme Court; he
would re-claim his seat as a transplanted resident of Montgomery County; and he
would then switch his registration to “Democrat,” triggering a political free-for
all in the Senate chambers in Harrisburg and a federal lawsuit by voters in eastern
Pennsylvania. How would the Commission deal with this unexpected political
—

—

—

—
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nightmare? \Vould th Reapportionment Plan
survive the multi-faceted legal chal
lenges intact?
The Legislative Reapportionment Commiss
ion, created by Article II, Stion
17 of the Pennsylvania Constitution, has
bcen a unique hybrid body since it
was
first conceived. It allows four legislators and
a single apolitical chairman to exer
cise powc: akin to the Sttc Legislature itsel
f Thc Pennsylvania Coriatiiutjon dele
gates vast authority to such a small continge
ncy; the legislature and judiciary have
few opportunities to undo a redistricting
map once it is lawfully promulgated
by
the Commission.
The distinguishing feature of this curious body
, as established by the state con
stitution in 1968, is that (at least in theory) it mixe
s political and apolitical forces to
yield a measure of neutrality in an otherwis
e rough-and-tumble world of politics,
This is accomplished by mixing four highly-po
liticized members with one neutral
swing-vote, in 1991, under the terms of Artic
le Il, Section 17 of the Constitution,
the Commission consisted of the Majority Lead
er of the Senate (Republican Sena
tor F. Joseph Loeper), the Minority Lead
er of the Senate (Democratic Senator
Robert J. Mellow), the Majority Leader of
the F-louse (Democratic Representative
H. William DeWeese, who deputized Repr
esentative Allen G. Kukovich), and the
Minority Leader of the House (Republican
Representative Matthew J. Ryan, who
deputized Representative John lvi. Perzel). The
Constitution provided that these
four members of the Commission would selec
t the fifth member, to serve as Chair
man.
In 1991, however, the four legislative mem
bers failed to agree on a candidate for
Chairman. The matter was thrown to the Penn
sylvania Supreme Court, as pro
vided by Article II, Section 17. The Court prom
ptly appointed Robert J. Cindrich,
a well-respected Pittsburgh attorney and a form
er U.S. Attorney for the Western
District of Pennsylvania, known for his tenac
ity, sense of fairness, and apprecia
tion for constitutional principles.
Chairman Cindrich ultimately forged a plan that
represented a unique step for
ward for Pennsylvania. The reapportionm
ent plan which eventually received the
Commission’s stamp of approval
through a divided, yet bi-partisan vote
placed a substantially greater emphasis on mino
rity voting rights than any pre
vious reapportionment plan in Pennsylvania
history. The plan was solid enough to
survive over twenty-five challenges in the
Pennsylvania Supreme Court and a
handful of suits in federal court.
As this publication will illustrate, the success
of the 1991 Reapportionment Plan
was largely accomplished as a result of the tirele
ss efforts, input, and criticism of
fered by citizens and groups throughout Penn
sylvania. The inherently political
process of redistricting legislative seats rema
ins imperfect
even two centuries af
ter Pennsylvania introduced the egalitarian
notion of reapportionment to the na
tion. At the same time, technology and enhanced
citizen participation have opened
the door to vast improvements from the
days of smoke-filled rooms and handdrawn maps guided only by concerns for incu
mbency and political advantage.
The challenge facing legislators, citizens, and
Commission members alike in the
year 2001, and for generations into the futur
e, will be the bridling of technology
and the harnessing of a growing archive of
information from reapportionment ex
—

—

—

The process followed by the Legislative Reapp
ortionment Commission is thus quite distinc
t from the
process followed in reapportioning United
States congressional seals in Pennsylvania.
The latter task
is left to the Pennsylvania Legislature
as a body

es of the past. Evec before the reapportionment of 1991, Pennsvlvama had
dgnificant stri’1e since those days pre-dariag Bakei i’. Qarr and Reynolds
j. s -hen reapportionment was sporadic and equality in districts lay i the jaded
e I th beholder. As a historic matter, Pennsylvania may have been ahead of its
ir creating a strorg base of minority iepresentdtion and lcaamship in de
or se ann Senate, even before the Federal Voting Rights sct of i965 mandated
i creation of minority districts Yet solidification of such advances will not come
Lcsily. Only vigorous citizen participation and selEimposed legislative restraint
nih ensure that future reapportionment maps continue to embody the marked pro
rrss which reflects the evolution of a civilized, democratic republic.
This publication is prepared for the purpose of preserving an otherwise evanes
cent history of the Legislative Reapportionment Commission experience of 1991
an experience which spanned three years and dozens of lawsuits. It is dedicated
a simple proposition: that those who govern, and those who are governed alike,
are capable of improving upon history’s trials and errors
but only through edu
cation and enlightened diligence.
—

—
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HISTOR OF REAPPORTIONMENT
IN PENNSYLVANIA
A. Early History
In early colonial Pennsylvania, legislative districts
in the modern sense were
nonexistent, William Penn’s second Frame of Govern
ment in 1683 established the
county as the basic unit of representation and popu
lated the legislature with a fixed
numbes of representatives from each 2
county. Penn’s Frame of Government pro
vided that the number of legislative representa
tives should be increased from time
to time based upon “the increase and multiplying of
the 3
people.” Despite this
vague attempt at tegrouping, Penn’s Frame of Gov
ernment contained no mecha
nism to adjust the number of representatives as popu
lations began to vary from
county to county.
The Quakers, predominantly living in southeastern Penn
sylvania, sought to use
this county-based system of representation to main
tain control of the General As
sembly. While initially balanced, Penn’s apportion
ment scheme became increas
ingly inequitable as the eastern cities, particularly
Philadelphia, expanded rapidly
and as new counties sprang up in the western portion
of Pennsylvania. For exam
ple, by 1752, the General Assembly was compose
d of thirty-six members, Twentysix of these came from the well-entrenched counties of
Chester, Bucks, and Phila
delphia (only two came from the city of Philadelp
hia itself). In contrast, the west
ern “back-counties” inhabited by poor Scotch-Ir
ish settlers could claim only ten
representatives, despite the fact that their populatio
n of tax-paying citizens (i.e.
voters) exceeded that of the 4
Easterners. In other words, those in power kept
their
power by maintaining the status quo regarding the
apportionment of legislators.
During the midst of the Revolutionary War, with the adop
tion of the first Penn
sylvania Constitution in September of 1776 and
the inevitable decrease in power of
the Quakers (due to their pacifist convictions), the
skewed balance of representa
tion in the General Assembly was finally addressed
. As a first step, the General
Assembly in March of 1776 added seventeen new represe
ntatives from the western
counties and Philadelphia 5
City, recognizing the growing presence of these
regions.
Second, to preserve a more even-handed system
of apportionment, Section 17 of
the new Constitution explicitly recognized that “rep
resentation in proportion to
the number of taxable inhabitants is the only principle
that can at all times secure
liberty and make the voice of a majority of the peop
le the law of the land
The old practice of providing a fixed number of repre
sentatives for each county,
regardless of population, would continue for only
two years. Lists of taxable in
habitants within the Commonwealth were prepared
. Thereafter, the General As
sembly identified taxable citizens in each coun
ty and Philadelphia, and “ap
.

JANELLE HOBBS, REAPPORTIONMENT
IN PENNSYLVANIA: A HiSTORY OF THE RE
APPORTIONMENT PROCESS ANI) THE LEGIS
LATIVE REAPPORTIONMENT COMMIS
SION 3(1981).
Id.
Id.at4
Id.at6.
PA.CONST.of1776,1l7.
Id. Temporarily, six representatives were assigne
d to the city of Philadelphia and six to each county
The term of office was one year.
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pomt[ed] a representative to each, in proportion to the
taxables in such returns
Every seven years, the General Assembly prepared
new tallies of the taxable
inhabitants for each city and county and adjusted the
number of 9
representatives.
In other words, Pennsylvania established a scheme for reap
portioning its legisla
ture’ as part of a broader effort to enfranchise its citizen/el
ectors.
Subsequent overhauls of the Pennsylvania Con
stitution preserved the reappor
tionment provisions, although with constant tinkering
and fine-tuning. The Con
slilutiOn of 1790 switched from the ill-fated
unicameral legislature to a bicameral
body composed of a House and Senate, with the num
ber of representatives set at
ito more than one hundred and no less than
sixty.” The Constitution of 1790 also
made both houses of the legislature subject to septe
nnial reapportionment. Signifi
cantly, in establishing the new ground rules for redis
tricting, the 1790 Constitution
provided that “[n]either the city of Philadelp
hia nor any county shall be divided in
forming a 2
district.” Thus, the integrity of city and
county political boundaries
was meant to be preserved.
The Constitution of 1838 generally maintaine
d the status quo when it came to
reapportionment, while making minor alter
ations in the election of 5
senators.’ It
added a degree of flexibility by providing
that single-member districts could not
spill over city or county boundaries, whil
e cities or counties entitled to more than
wo senators based upon population coul
d now be subdivided into smaller districts
(this included the city of 4
Philadelphia).’ Wards within Philadelphia
were pre
served against splits, in deference to the
local politics of that 5
city.’ However, for
the first time in the history of Pennsylv
ania, the Constitution of 1838 allowed tra
ditional political boundaries to be distu
rbed, at least outside Philadelphia. The
purpose, of course, was to move towards
districts roughly equivalent in popula
tion.
The Constitution of 1873 yielded even
more dramatic changes, primarily be
cause of the heated debate durin
g the Constitutional Convention of 1872-187
3,
Fhis debate centered upon widesprea
d corruption in the House and Senate after
the Civil War, as Pennsylvania
became more industrialized. Increasing the size
of
the legislature, it was argued, wou
ld help flush out this corruption. Altering
the
mode of the election would also
help. The size of the House was thus increased
I rom one hundred to two hund
red. The size of the Senate was set at fifty. The
Con
stitution now required the legis
lature to divide the state into districts base
d upon
Ihis ratio; thus, modern reap
portionment was 6
born.’ The significant feature of
this new redistricting
scheme was that it was based upon
total population rather
Id.
Id.

See A Hjston.’ of Pernssi4vanja
Constitutions, in 3 PENNSYlVANIA CONS
TITUTIONAL CON
‘VENTION
t9671968, at 2 thereinafter History of Pennsy
lvania Constitu,ionsl.
PA. CONS’r. of 1790,
art. I, §4. Each county already in existence was
guaranteed at least one repre
sentative The number of senato
rs was to be fixed by the legislature, and could
not be less than
fourth
—

one
nor greater than one-third the numbe
r of representatives. Id. §6. Each senatorial
including the city of Philadelphia,
district,
could elect no more than four senators, based
upon taxable inhab
‘tants Id. §7.
Id, §7.
l’he number of senators each district
couki elect was ,educed from four to two. PA.
art, 1, §7. At the same
CONST. of 1838.
time, a city or county with sufficient population
to elect more than two sena
t(S’S could
he dlvjded into districts and elect op to
io,,r senators within tttc political unit,
Id. §7
Jo’.
P.A, CONS of l873, art.
ii. §i16-i7.

6
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than taxable population
each citizen was counted equally, regardless of
prop
erty ownership Districts were based strictly upon popula
tion; traditional politicl
boundaries (i.e. city, county and other lines) Nould not gos
era. The Constitution
of 1873 also extended the period of reapportionment to ten
years and selected the
United States decennial census to serve as the yardstick of pure
populatior
Although this new “ratio” method of reapportionment led
to far greater equal
ity among voters in the Commonwealth, disparities still existed
. If one viewed the
1870 census figures, one observed that Allegheny County (as
of 1874) had one sen
ator per 87,400 people. Montgomery County had one senato
r for every 81,000.
Fayette and Greene Counties had one senator for 69,000
. However, the city of
Philadelphia in 1874 had one senator for every 168,000—
a gross underrepresenta
9
tion.’
Interestingly, the debates during the Constitutional Conve
ntion of 1873 in
cluded a fiery battle over whether a reapportionment comm
ission should be cre
ated. Charles Buckalew, the Convention’s Democratic
leader, was a scholar of the
Pennsylvania Constitution and the author of a book advoca
ting proportional rep
resentatio
2
0
n, Buckalew criticized the (ultimately victorious) plan to have
reappor
tionment conducted by the General Assembly itself, leery
of incumbent gerryman
dering to the detriment of citizens’ voting rights. In Bucka
lew’s mind, members of
the House and Senate were propelled by “the seductive, silent,
efficient action of
self-interest.’’ Buckalew proposed the creation of a
’
2
12-member commission
elected by the House and Senate to steer reapportionment.
This proposal was
roundly 22
defeated.
Representative Wayne McVeagh, the 1873 Convention’s
Republican leader, was
more comfortable with the idea of the newly “reformed”
legislature controlling
the reapportionment process. He proposed that the Conve
ntion should set forth
specific guidelines to limit legislative discretion, sugges
ting, for example, a re
quirement that no district reflect a deviation from the popula
tion norm of more
than ten 23
percent. This proposal slipped through the cracks of
the Convention’s
agenda, however, and reapportionment by the legisla
ture was adopted as part of
the Constitution of 1873 without any specific safeguards
guiding the hand of the
legislature in its map-making.
Because the Constitutional Convention of 1873 had failed
to impose any strict
requirements regarding the degree of population equalit
y, compactness, or conti
guity of territory required in formulating election districts,
the 1874 legislature was
able to engage in blatant political gerrymandering in sketch
ing districts under the
—

.

“

The only notable exception was that no county or
city could possess more than one-sixth of the total
number of senators, thus keeping a cap on Philad
elphia’s potential representation. Id. §16. In the
House districts, cities and Counties were not to be split
(unless they contained population enough for
more than one district), and each city or county split
was required to be divided into districts “of
compact and contiguous territory.” Id. 17
§
1d.I8.
HOBBS, supra note 2, at 8-9. This was in large part
due to the cap imposed on cities and counties
built into art. II, §16.
Id.at 10& nil.
Debates of the Constitutional Convention to Amend
the Constitution of Pennsylvania, 1872-1873,
at 190-91 (Harrisburg; State Office 1874).
Id.at2l2-18.
See Legislative Apportionments, in PENNSYLV
ANIA CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION
1967-1968, at 17 (1967) [hereinafter Legislative Appor
tionments].
—
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24 Moreover, the legislature quickly strayed from the
new reapportionment scheme.

it ut ional mandate that it reapportion every ten years following the federal de
nnial census. This failure to reapportion allowed those legislators in power to
maintain powel. Thus, he legislature waited until 1887 (seven years after the next
census) to reapportion again. No reapportionment at all took place after the 1910
census. The next redistricting occurred in 1921, following the 1920 census.
25 The
‘ect-datume attempted to reapportion the House and Senate in 1937, but that legis
lalton ssas subsequently invalidated by the courts and never resuscitated. In 1953,
26 but the Senate bill died because it omitted
the house was successfully redistricted
27 By the time the next reapportionment took place in 1966
one toss nship.
a reap
porlionment imposed by the Pennsylvania Supreme Court following the landmark
dectsions of Baker v. can
’ and Reynolds v. Sims
2
°
2
the state senatorial districts
in Pemtnsylsania had languished without a reapportionment for over four decades.
—

B. Reolutionary Changes in the 1960s
Pennsylvania was not alone in taking a lackadaisical approach to its own state
constitutional reapportionment mandates. The overwhelming majority of state
ktslatures had dragged their heels, or refused entirely to reapportion, from 1901
:itroimtih 1962. One commentator has noted that “[ut is virtually impossible to find
,itm e\afllple from 1901 to 1962, of an apportionme
nt fairly and equitably per
“3°
brined which was voluntarily initiated by a state legislature
The failure to
reappot lion became even more egregious as the United States became heavily in
‘lusti ialiied, as the general population rose dramatically, as rural populations
I ‘ndled. and as urban areas boomed.
’ The result was rampant malapportion
3
n.ntti. In Vermont, for instance, the most
populous district in the state House of
lpreserttativcs by the early 1960s contained 987 times more people than the least
populous district.32
Similarly, serious problems haunted the legislative map-making process in
Pcnnss Is ania. The 1953 House reapportionment plan, for
example, created a large
.‘ttber of multi-member districts that elected two, three or four
representatives,

iF \Dk B I\\NS,pENN5
Y[AN[A POLITICS 1827-1877 A STUDY IN POL1 ICAL LEADUn’ 4’) (1966).
rhe Republicans, who controlled the process, ueated districts which concen
ti- soteis into single units,
and diluted other Democratic areas b’. combining ihem
0 n’qm,ngl
Republican areas. HOBBS, supra note 2, at 14 15
°‘ ° ‘
I’t’ori’onneflt, supra note 23, at 17.
idiog Ole on the House plan was cast
by a hospitalized Republican who was wheeled into the
U pee,) ically
for that purpose HOBBS, supra note 2, at 16 the plan was later protested by
‘U illeg,ng partisan
oveitones Id
the Senate and House ocre also redistricted in 1963 the Pennsslsautta Supreme
‘u tied this plan
in 1964 See in! ra text accompanying nOtes 45-58
01165)
-

‘3

(tI 3
\N(
l
NG PATTERNS OF APPORTIONMENT 25(1965),
quoted in I egislativeAppor
nose 23, at I
I)
°Oo h population of ‘he Unuird
StVrs in, rect ho,i, I ‘nuthon in 379 3 mu,I’nn
5 I
9’oIaa,J R’naniza, n’, 1966 UTTI
81 s’ 517 t ,966) I C2j%kttI, n
a, , Di ,n )hi es,-i- (OP esr pci e ,he 0,2, uiidSC Of) CtI’ 41,55611 ed
.
U loin tO 5’) t.,69 95
Id
L 5
U. Ihe ?
eappo unm,, f)ee,cjejic Retroi ect clOdS’S 0J)CCt, 51 A B A 3 128, 130
3
P O’i P In ( egislotive
4p’ortion’r, cotS, sup, a note V cit I
‘
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allowing ske ved election results that greatly
disfas ored the minority political
party Simultaneously, new population shift
s were taking place from the cities
to
suburban areas, creating vast new pockets of
malapportionment.”
In 1962, the U.S Supreme Court handed dow
n its landmark decision in Bakei
i. Care,” holding for the Ersi
time that a state’s failure to reappotion
its own legis
lative districts raised a legitimate federal claim
under the Equal Protection Clause
of the Fourteenth Amendment.” The Court’s
opinion tacitly recognized that state
reapportionment abuses might be leading to
disenfranchisement of blacks and
other minority voters crammed into underrepr
esented districts.
Two years later, the Court established the histo
ric one-person-one-vote doctrine
in an Alabama case where reapportionment
had not occurred since 1901, despite
a
slate constitutional provision mandating such
redistricting.’ In Reynolds v, Sims,
population variances of as much as 41-to-I
existed in the Senate districts of Ala
bama, and ratios as great as 16-to-l could
be found in the House dtstricts” Chie
f
Justice Earl Warren noted that “[ijegislators
represent people, not oees or acres”
and condemned the reapportionment of Alab
ama’s legislature as constitutionally
intolerable:
‘

The right to vote freely for the candidate
of one’s choice is of the
essence of a Democratic society, and any restr
ictions on that right strike
at the heart of representative government.
And the right of suffrage
can be denied by a debasement or dilution
of the weight of a citizen’s
vote just as effectively as by wholly proh
ibiting the free exercise of the
franchise.
”
4
The Reynolds Court adopted a somewhat prag
matic approach to cure this gross
disparity among legislative districts and to
preserve the sanctity of the right to
vote. The Court held that the Equal Protectio
n Clause of the Fourteenth Amend
ment required a state to make an honest
and good faith effort to construct dis
tricts, in both houses of the legislature, as
nearly equal in population as “practica
ble.” Divergence from strict parity in popu
’
4
lation would be acceptable so long as
it did not dilute the one-person-one-vote
precept in any significant way. Chief Jus
tice Warren wrote that “[t]he overriding obje
ctive must be substantial equality of
population among the various districts,
so that the vote of any citizen is approxi
mately equal in weight to that of any other
citizen in the 4
State.”
2
This statement explicitly recognized that
mathematical exactness was not a con
stitutional requirement. Moreover, more
flexibility was permissible with respect to
state legislative apportionment schemes
than with federal congressional district
ing. Preserving political subdivision lines
(i.e. county, city and other boundaries)
and designing “compact districts of cont
iguous territory” was a legitimate cons
id
eration in the drafting state legislative bodi
es as compared to 4
Congre
3
ss. The Rey
“

“

HOBBS, supra note 2, at 16.
Id.atl6-17.
369 U.S. 186 (1962).
This was in contrast to the Supreme
Court’s previous decisions, which had
concluded that issues of
state reapportionment amounted to “pol
itical questions” not justifiable in
the federal courts. See
Colegrove v. Green, 328 U.S. 549(1946).
Reynolds v. Sims, 377 U.S. 533 (1964).
Id.at545,
Id.at 562.
Id.at555.
Id.at577.
id. at 579.
Id. at 577-79.

1
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noId Court thus expressly refused to construct any precise constitutional litmus
test for evaluating state legislative apportionment schemes. Rather, challenges to
aate apportionment plans under the Fourteenth Amendment would have to await
a case-by-case determination as this new era of political/constitutional history un
44
folded.
C, Pennsylvania Seeks to Comply With Federal Law
BaA ci v. Carr and Reynolds v. Sims produced a swift impact throughout the
United States as states scrambled to undo the blatantly malapportioned legislative
districts that had been in place (in many instances) since the turn of the century. In
penns1vania, the state legislature had tried, but failed, to enact a reapportion
45 In March of 1962, a group of Pennsylvania
ment bill following the 1960 census.
soters sued the Secretary of the Commonwealth in an attempt to halt future dcc
46 Although the
nons ol state legislators under existing apportionment statutes,
Dauphin County court handling this lawsuit did not block the 1962 election, it did
retain jurisdiction while it allowed the legislature to enact appropriate redistricting
37 During a special session in 1963, the General Assembly finally enacted
legi,lation.
hso reapportionment statutes scheduled to become effective in January of 1964.
1 he plaimiffs in the Dauphin County case therefore petitioned the Pennsylvania
Supreme Court to take immediate jurisdiction before the 1964 elections. On Sep
tember 29, 1964, the Pennsylvania Supreme Court issued a unanimous opinion in
Botcher i. Bloom (I), authored by Justice Roberts, The Court held that the new
Pennsylvania districts violated the one-person-one-vote standard of Reynolds and
directed the legislature to prepare a new reapportionment plan before the 1966
eleenon,’
When the Pennsylvania legislature failed to meet a September 1, 1965 deadline
to properly reapportion the House and Senate, the Court itself set to work to reap
p’ttlon the State. The Court invited proposals and maps from all interested parties
an.1 on February 4, 1966 unveiled the fruit of its efforts in Butcher v, Bloom (II),
a per cuilam opinion issued in time for the primary elections to go forward, As the
(ourt 55 rote in explaining those principles which had guided it:
Our primary concern has been to provide for substantial equality of
Population among legislative districts, At the same time, we have
sought to maintain the integrity of political subdivisions and to create
eompact districts of contiguous territory, insofar as these goals could
Pc realized under the circumstances of the population distribution of
11
l

lailure resulted from partisan splits: the House maintained a 109 to 101 Democratic majority,
0 25 Democratic_Republican split existed in the Senate Fhe legislature did not succeed in
I Ieapportiot bill
until Governor William Scranton called a special election in 1963 By
111I4 the legislature
was again under Republican control, and Baker v Cair had been handed
‘Ill ussing a wild card
into the equation See HOBBS, supra note 2, at 19
4 lurnarchi,
c0J’
28 D &C 2d 537 (Dauphin County 1962)
moons ii), 415 Pa 438, 459 6l, 203 A 2d 556, 568-69 (1964) The 1964 elections were
emceed under the 1964 Ia,,, but the Court ieiained junsdiouon pending legislattse
ct iking down the 196J law ac violative of the federal equal protection clause, the Penns3 I
l” 104 0
00rt noted that House distris ranged in population from 4, 485 to 81,534, while
,141,1 ‘4 tanged 1 rum
129,851 to 352,629 us population
far from the “subsiannal euualtty
1 111011 Icquired
5 Reynolds That 4Th 456, 203
h
2d ai S61 67
1’ t9, ‘0(11), d79
Pa 305, 214 A 2d 457 (1966)
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’aiid
this Commonwealth. V’e believe such plans to be constitutioaIly 6
5
a d sound.
Thus, the first watershed reapportior ment in Pennsylvania after years of inerty
and political volleying was acco Tiplished by the Pennsylvania Supreme Court it
self; seven jurists were forced to wade into the uncertain [angle of political district
making due to a recurring and unresolvable legislative gridlock.
Largely in response to this unsettling experience, the delegates to the Pennsyl
vania Constitutional Convention meeting in 1967-1968 immediately placed the re
5 A Prepara
vamping of the legislative reapportionment process on the agenda.
tory Committee headed by Lieutenant Governor Raymond J. Broderick ap
pointed David Stahl (Solicitor of the city of Pittsburgh) to serve as Director of the
Task Force on Legislative Apportionment. This Task Force produced a detailed
publication for the benefit of Convention delegates exploring Pennsylvania’s
checkered history of redistricting and offered proposals for significant constitu
’
5
tional revamping.
A number of divergent citizens groups expressed opinions to the Legislative Ap
portionment Task Force. The Americans for Democratic Action suggested that
primary responsibility for reapportionment should remain in the hands of the leg
islature, with a commission to be appointed by the Governor only in the event that
3 the League of Women Voters insisted on stringent
the legislature failed to act;’
54
timetables for reapportionment and hinted at the need for a special commission;
the AFL-CIO recommended that primary responsibility should lie with the legisla
’ and the Pennsylvania Bar Association
5
ture, but that strict guidelines be imposed;
agreed that the first opportunity to redistrict should remain in the legislature, sub
ject, however, to immediate reapportionment by the Pennsylvania Supreme Court
6
if the legislature failed to act.’
The Reapportionment Committee of the Convention ultimately proposed the
creation of a hybrid commission dominated by legislators the four leaders of the
House and Senate with the addition of one neutral chairman. In developing this
structure, the Committee felt guided by the theory that “the appropriate group to
make this change [i.e. redistricting] would be the legislature, because of the fact
that they are more conversant with the State and also the legislative and senatorial
districts and the method in which it should be divided in the best interests of the
Pennsylvania.” At the same time, the Committee avoided the creation
citizens of 5
of a purely political body. The proposed commission represented a compromise
between allowing the legislature as a body to reapportion itself, which had previ
ously met with disaster, and taking the process entirely out of the hands of that
body (i.e. the legislature) which possessed the greatest expertise for this task, If this
new hybrid commission failed to enact a lawful reapportionment plan with—

“
“

3d. at 309-10, 216 A2d at 459.
See Legislative .4pportionments, supra note 23. Indeed the citizens of Pennsyl’.ania themselves had
made this a priority, by adopting the ballot question concerning the Constitutional Convention,
which had as one of its stated purposes a revamping of the legislative reapportionment process.
I DEBATES OF THE PENNSYLVANIA CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION OF 1967-1968, at
81 (daily journal Dec. 11, 1967) [hereinafter DEBATES]. See also § 11, at 83 (History of Proposals).
See Legislative Apportionments, supra note 23, at 91-93.
Id at 94-96.
ld.atlOl-04.
Id. at 105-06.
I DEBATES at 525 (daily journal Feb. 7. 1968) (remarks of Delegate Fagan).
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the pieseribed time limits, the ultimate “tie-breaker” would be the Pennsyl

c

lii tb.

urt Jiust as it had been in l964-1966.
,

midt of the Convention, a proposed amendment emerged which would

base permitted the General Assembly to first adopt a reapportionment plan of its
ossi vtthouI the aid of a neutral chairman; only in the case of gridlock would
a
otnmts1oiI be created. This amendment raised a hue and cry from a wide spec
trum ol delegates, who argued that the original idea of a commission was to “re
he’ id the legislators themselves of a very onerous duty; that in putting the burden
ul eappoitionment in their lap, they were bound to be making enemies in even
auemptine to reapportion themselves, among their own members; that it was
scikening their ability as legislators and was taking time that really they should
not hate been spending on it.”
° Delegate Baidridge charged that the legislators
6
had nes er been able in the past to resist the temptation of apportioning themselves
ssnhont recard to self-serving interests “because they were prejudiced judges
and
ssanted to sit tight on their own cases.”
’ At the same time, a number of delegates
6
espiesseti the concern that, even if a commission were utilized, there was a need
to
I cci’ such political matters primarily out of the courts and within the
jurisdiction
01 legislators.
Ir the end, the proposal that a commission be created consisting of
the majority
dud mnmi itv leaders of the House and Senate, along with one
neutral chairman,
prs ailed, I he committee’s recommendations were adopted
by the Convention
‘sob little dissent on February 29, 1968.6 Consti
tutional amendments vere o’er
slelminglv tatified by the voters of Pennsylvania,
on April 23, 1968, by a vote of
1,063,r03 to 583,091 The result was a new Article
II, Section 17 of the Pennsyl
dI ( ‘flst itiitiOn.”

1
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PENNSYLVANIA S FIRST
5
REAPPORTIONMENT COMMISSIONS
A. The 1971 Reapportionment
In 1971, following the 1970 federal census, the newly constituted Pennsyjsarit
Reapportionment Commission first tested its wings. As set forth in Article 11,
Se
flon 17, the Commission was initially comprised of the majority and minority
lead
ers of the House and Senate or their deputies. These consisted of Senate Majorir
Leader Thomas F. Lamb (D., Allegheny County), Senator Richard A. TilgllIfl
. I
1
(R., Montgomery County, deputized by Senate Minority Leader Robert D. I len
ing (R., Allegheny County)); Majority Whip James Prendergast (D., Norti-tatip
ton County, deputized by House Majority Leader K. Leroy irvis (D., Aileghen
County)); and House Minority Leader Kenneth B. Lee (R., Sullivan County). Ili
four partisan Commission members deadlocked immediately on the issue of wl
should serve as the fifth member and chairman. This decision was thus thrown to
the Pennsylvania Supreme Court under the terms of Section 17(b) of the neI
amended Pennsylvania Constitution. The Court selected Professor A. Leo Leviti g
a faculty member at the University of Pennsylvania Law School and a regisIerj
Democrat w
Records of the inner-workings of the 1971 Pennsylvania Reapportionineiti
Commission are spotty at best. It is clear that the Commission filed its preliminar
reapportionment plan with the Secretary of the Commonwealth on November l’,
1971
It is also clear that the Commission adopted several minor changes and
filed its final reapportionment plan on December 29, 1971 68 What happened oth
erwise is virtually impossible to decipher, as a result of lost and nonexistent re
cords. One commentator observed years later that Chairman Levin emphasiini
mediation between the two political parties and cast few votes himself as tie
breaker, minimizing his role qua Chairman,
’ The brief minutes of the meetings
6
indicate that the Commission met at least twelve times, usually in the Commis
sion’s tiny office in the basement of the Capitol.
° There is no indication that these
7
meetings were held in public (other than the vote on the Final Plan which was held
in the Senate Caucus Room); indeed, it is doubtful that there was any spare space
in the tiny Commission office for observers.
The minutes of the meetings also suggest that the Commission dealt with dis
tinct chunks of the Pennsylvania map one at a time and voted on “mini-plans”
relating to Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, and other regions separately. Here, Chairman

I

J

.

I

“

HOBBS, supra note 2, at 24. Interestingly, aides to Democratic Governor Milton Shapp had charg-I
that the Republicans had intentionally deadlocked the Commission and thrown the selection into it.’
Pennsylvania Supreme Court, assuming that body (which maintained a 6-I Republican maJoIiT
would appoint a Republican as chairman. The selection of Professor Levin belied this prediction. H
was inactive politically. Id,
Martin H. Belsky, Reapportionment in the 1970’s
A Pennsylvania Illustration, 47 TEMP. L.Q
20 & n.l25 (1973). See also Statement of A. Leo Levin, Chairman regarding Preliminary Plait an
attached Fact Sheet (undated) (State Archives).
Id. at 21-22 & nn. 126-27.
Sidney Wise, Pennsylvania, in REAPPORTIONMENT POLITICS: THE HISTORY OF RE 1)1
TRICTING IN THE 50 STATES 227-78 (Leroy Hardy et al. eds., 1981).
SeeMinutes of the Legislative Reapportionment Commission (Apr. 21, 1971; May 12, 1971: July I’
l97l;Sept.8,l97l;Sept.27,l97l;Oct.25,l97l;Oct.26,197l;Nov.3,l97l;Nov.l6,l97I;D
1971;Dec.27, 197l;Dec.28, l97l)(State Archives).
—
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tcvin did act as tie-breaker. Although there is no record of specific votes, even on
nrljnsinary or final plan, the minutes refle
cted key dissents to critical chunks
sf the map by the Republican Commission members (Senator Tilghma
8
n and Rep
rcscntatl\e I cc). These suggest that the Republicans did not fully endo
rse the pre
plans.
l:minar or final 7
As his closest advisor throughout the negotiations, Chairman Levin relied
heav
on Thomas N. O’Neill, Jr., a partner in the prestigious Philadelp
hia law firm of
%Jontgoniery, McCracken, Walker & Rhoads. O’Neill had been
appointed general
unscl br the Commission at the time the preliminary reap
portionment plan was
filed O’Neill’s role appeared to have greatly diminished once
a final plan was filed
it h the Secretary on December 29, 1971, at which
time records of his involvement
cease.
Lighteen parties appealed the Final Plan to the Penn
sylvania Supreme Court,
hich ,cheduled oral arguments in Philadelphia
en masse on February 2, 1972.72
The hulk ol the attacks focussed upon the city of Phila
delphia and were launched
hs both paltisan and nonpartisan challenge
rs. The challengers principally contCiidt’d that the districts were noncompact, faile
d to maintain the integrity of pout
caI uhdisisioiis (including wards), place
d undo emphasis on maintaining incum
bencs, and c\ceeded acceptable deviation
s in 7
populatio
3
n,
lutu estingly, because the Constitu
tion made no mention of who should repre
‘.ent the (olnrnission in legal proc
eedings, the Attorney General of Pennsylvania,
1. Shane (tamer, stepp
ed into this role and filed a single brief in answ
er to all
,ightccn 4
appeals.’ The most vocal challenge
r to the Plan was Arlen Specter, then
Do.trict Attorney of Philadelp
hia, who contended that “[tihe Commiss
ion has
hutcheied Philadelphia to
prepare a feast for 7
politician
5
s!” This charge notwithstaridine, the Pennsylvania
Supreme Court entered a brief per curiam orde
r, based
a 4- ote, on February
7, 1972, finding that the plan filed by the Legislati
Reapport
ve
Commission “is in compliance with the man
dates of the federal
and Penn”slvania
Constitutions and therefore shall have the
force of 6
law.”
It ‘a not until June
5, 1972, that the Pennsylvania Supreme
opinion explaining
Court filed a full
its decision upholding the plan. In Com
monwealth ex rel. Spec
1 ;‘. ihe fourjustice majority began by blessing the new Com
mission foriNtdhhshd by Article II,
Section 17 of the Constitution. The Court obse
rved
C\ en balan
ce of Democratic and Republica
n leaders on the Commission
P
tn leapportionment
process from being unfairly dominated by the
Piisserat the mom
ent of 8
appo
rtionment.” Furthermore, the Court noted
‘ic
creating a neutral chairman to serve
tF P°Sh
5
as tie-breaker “eliminates
iljiy of a legislative
deadlock on reapportionment such as the one
a
fl he
that
legislature of tjjs Commonweal
Q IF to
th in 1965 and compelled this
Ifl(I’i’8Le the
task of reapportionment.”
s
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22 See also State Redistricting
Plan Hit by 18 Betore Too Court HARRIS48 \\ 5,
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Ret cing ott t[ commaud of Reynolds that the “overriding objective’ of ail\
plan must be “ubstantial eouality oi population among toe various districts,
the Court ext addressed the issue of numerical equality In a series of cases aft
Reynolds, the U.S Supreme Court [ad rejected rigid ‘iatn matical standards fo
assessing substantial population equaiio The Spectei Court therefoic held th
the population deviations presented in the House and Senate reapporrjonrten
plans were acceptable. The Final Plan had resulted in a maximum deviation range
of 4.31o in Senate districts and 5,46o in House districts, Forty of the Senate djs
tricts deviated less than 1.5% from the ideal; 149 of the House districts deviated
less than 1.5% from the ideal,’ Indeed, the Court stated that no decision of the
United States or Pennsylvania Supreme Court had ever invalidated a reapportion
ment plan exhibiting population deviations as minimal as these and concluded
“that the deviations clearly do not dilute the equal-population principle ‘in arl\
significant way.
Satisfied that the Commission’s plan fully nehieved the overriding objective of
“substantial equality of population,” the Court then turned to the secondary
goals of maintaining the integrity of the political subdivisions and providing for
contiguous and compact districts, as required by Article II, Section 16 of the Pentsylvania Constitution.” The Court acknowledged that because the primary goal of
reapportionment was substantial population equality, a certain amount of
fragmentation of political subdivisions was inevitable. The Court then gave posi
tive reviews to the Commission’s plan, which divided 74.6% of the state’s counties
into the ideal number of senate districts while dividing only 25,4°7o of the counties
into more than the ideal number of senate districts. This feature of the plan, wrote
the Court, was sufficiently sensitive to the requirement of maintaining political
4
boundaries to pass constitutional muster.
Additionally, the Specter majority easily concluded that the Commission’s plan
satisfied contiguity requirements because no part of any district was physically
separate from any other part of that district. The Court conceded that any reap
portionment plan would contain a certain degree of “unavoidable noncompactness” due to the unevenness of population density, but the Court also held
that the mere fact certain districts appeared to be noncompact when one examined
an electoral map did not mean that the configurations were constitutionally unac
ceptable. Since none of the challengers had offered any concrete data to demon
strate an unacceptable level of non-compactness, the Court held that the Commis
85
sion’s plan was lawful.
Chief Justice Jones, Justice Pomeroy and Justice Manderino dissented, blast
ing the Commission’s plan because of the high levels of population variances
Id.at7,293A.2datI8.
Id. at 15-16, 293 A.2d at 22. The percentage “deviation” refers to the maximum spread from the
smallest district in the House or Senate, to the largest district. An “ideal” district can be hypothe
sized based upon absolute numerical equality among the districts, once one knosvs the total popula
tion of the Commonwealth from the census. The “deviation” is another way of qualifying the totmi
between the ideal district and the actual distncu
in both a “plus” and “minus” direction
span
created by reapportionment.
Id. at 16, 293 A.2d at 22, quoting Reynolds.
As mentioned earlier, the “compact and contiguous” language dated back to earlier ConstitutIofl,
in the context of districts created after cities or counties were split, See discussions of PA. CONS I 1
1873, supra notes l624 and accompanying text,
Specter, 448 Pa. at 16-17, 293 A.2d at 22-23.
Id. at 17-19, 293 A.2d at 23-24.
—

—
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atcd. The dissenters also viewed with disfavor the lack of compactness of
1
,i
the di-ai ict’. Chief Justice Jones insoked the Chinese proverb ‘“o]ne picture is
wtih mot c than 10,000 words,’’ and asserted that the distiiLts “twist and wind
Justice Pomeroy
their ssa across the map in an erratic, amorphous fashion
chastised the Commission for presenting the finished plan in a vacuum of silence,
Without an explanation of the Commission’s reasoning or motives in allowing for
certain population deviations and splits of municipalities, he wrote, it was impos
sible to judge the plan’s lawfulness and assess the Commission’s reasons for reject
tug the eccptions to the plan filed by concerned citizens°
Pespile these objections to what can at best be described as an experimental
,,i1Ur( into leapportionment by the new Commission, the plan withstood consti
ttn,tl attack and, for the first time in the history of Pennsylvania, a quasi
kei’laiie bipartisan body of five individuals succeeded in reapportioning the
Coin innnwealth,
“

B. The 1981 Reapportionment
len sears later, a newly constituted Commission took a fresh stab at drawing
dis1nct based upon a decade’s worth of federal and state reapportionment prece
dent 1 lie initial Commission members consisted of Senate Majority Leader
Rohii
Jubelirer (R., Blair County); Senate Minority Leader Edward P. Zem
T’reiI (I).. \llegheny County): House Majority Leader Samuel E. Hayes (R., Blair
“nuts); and House Minority Whip James J. Manderino (D., Westmoreland
“tots, deputized by House Minority Leader K. Leroy Irvis (D., Allegheny
Cuititsi) Fhe selection of a chairman in 1981 was complicated by the fact that a
aeam.s had occurred on the Pennsylvania Supreme Court (which then consisted
of tlttce l)emocrats and three Republicans) with Governor Richard Thornbuigh
nominating Commonwealth Court Judge Roy Wilkinson Jr., a Republican,
to fill
the ernpt seat, Democrats refused to contribute any
of the thirty-four votes
fleeded lot Wilkinson’s confirmation until they were sure that the reapportion
ment chairman would be someone acceptable to them;
the Democrats feared that
th “Letton of a chairman might
otherwise be thrown to a Republican-dominated
\tLi holding the appointment of Judge Wilkinson “hostage” for some
lie l)einocrats finally agreed
with their Republican colleagues on the selec
limes 0. Freedman, Dean of the University
of Pennsylvania Law’ School,
( hairman of the Reapportionment Commission.
The vote in favor of
‘lilian was unanimous,
I tihi’ N. O’Neill,
Jr., who would later become a federal judge in Philadel
P lid. as selected to
serve as counsel to the Commission for a second time, at a
Ui 5125
per hour plus expenses.
’ Chairman Freedman was paid a per diem of
9
.

‘‘

S 26 at 25-26 (Jones, C.J , dissenting); 448 Pa at 25-26, 293
A 2d at 27 (Pomeroy, I
8 Pd at 29 293 A 2d at 29 (Manderino, I , dissenting),
see Bloom (11), 420 Pa 305.
1t906i
‘6 ii 25 (quotins Reok, t
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$200 per day, as of t e date of his appoiatrnent 92 The Commissic a
estabijil
budget of $380,000.”
Once again, the precise siorkings of the 1981 Commission remain
shrouci
mystery and lost paperwork. Although th Commission appaieritly
I
public meetings horn the time of its inception until the vote on a finaipl
ap.
scripts exist for only three of them. A pelimiiiary plan was unanimously
by the Commission on August 20, 1981 .“ A public hearing was held on appn
Septet i
24, 1981, at which the Commission heard testimony from more than
’
1
nesses.” After making “numerous changes” to the prehminarv plan sj
based ,e
testimony and written exceptions, the Commission unanimously adopted
aI
Plan on October 13, 1981.”
,

Little survives in the minutes or transcripts to provide a close view of
the in ft
ence of Chairman Freedman on the Commission. Much of the work of
Coin j
sion members and staffs, as is usual for such a body, occurred behind
closed dnnr
Public meetings were held more to hear witnesses arid seal compromises
than iu a
debate; consequently, there is little to serve as a signature of Freedman’s
style ftj
clear that Chairman Freedman was well respected by the Commission
fltCiiiI
and swiftly got the process off dead center by establishing percentages
of poliuk
tion deviations within which the staffs had to operate (4% for the House,
and .2r
for the 98
Senate). It is also clear that the Commission’s counsel, Thomas
O’Neill
was heavily influential in the process, sitting at the chairman’s side
througlioc
most negotiations between Democrats and 9
Republicans.’ Other than these sliè
facts, documents provide little trace of the internal workings of the 9
Comni
n
qi
up to the time it filed its final bipartisan plan in October of 1981.
As in the case of the 1971 reapportionment, the Pennsylvania Supreme
Cnr
held argument simultaneously on all twenty-nine objections to the Final
Plan g
December 7, 1981. The Commission, this time, was represented by its own
leti
counsel, Thomas O’Neill, rather than by the state Attorney General, as had
heei
the approach in 1971. On December 29, 1981, the Court upheld the Commissiun
’
map in In re Reapportionment Plan” and thereafter denied ten applications
lc
reargument. As in the Specter case a decade earlier, the majority of the Court con
cluded that the goal of substantial equality in population was paramount and lli
“if need be, the concerns for compactness and adherence to political subdivisicli
lines must yield to this ‘overriding objective.’”’ Justice Roberts, writing for ihi
majority, noted that the 1982 Plan was more precise than its predecessor. 1 hi
spread of “population deviation” between senate districts was only 1.9%, and th
deviation in the House from the ideal district was only 2.8%. Thus, according ti
the Court, “the final plan achieves an equality of population among legislativc di8

“

“

Minutes of the Legislative Reapportionment Commission (Mar. 16, 1981) (State Archives).
Scotzin, supranote9l.
See Minutes of the Legislative Reapportionment Commission (Oct. 13, 1981) (State Archive9).
Minutes of the Legislative Reapportionment Commission (Aug. 20, 1981) (State Archives).
Minutes of the Legislative Reapportionment Commission (Sept. 24, 1981) (State Archives).
Minutes of the Legislative Reapportionment Commission (Oct. 13, 1981) (State Archives).
Interview with 1981 Legislative Reapportionment Commission staff.
Id.
497 Pa. 525, 442A.2d661 (1981),
Id. at 535, 442 A.2d at 666 (quoting Commonwealth cx rd. Specter v. Levin, 448 Pa. 1, 13. 293 \
15, 210972), appeal dismissed sub nom. Specter v. Tucker, 409 U .S. 810(1972)).
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loer to the constitutional ideal of ‘on
e person, one vote’ than
any previous
iiworuonfl plan in the history of the 2
Commonwealth.”°
1urthermOre, the majority concluded
that the Commission had
not impermissi
b dlvtded counties and municipalities in fas
hioning its reapportionm
r the 61 counties and 2,569 municipa
ent scheme.
lities in the Commonweal
th, the Senate plan
uesered the boundaries of 41 cou
d1
nties and all but 2 mu
nicipalities. With re
to the house districts, the pla
n had maintained the bou
ndaries of 19 counties
aid all but 87 municipalities. Thus, the
Court concluded that the
pared iasoiably to the 1971 plan in the
1981 plan corn
“sp
lits” department.°’
tutional language of Article II, Sec
tion 17 as a sort of presum Reading the consti
Commission, the majority fou
ption in favor of the
nd that the appellants
had failed to sustain the
burden of demonstrating “tha
ir
t the final plan is contrary
to 4
law.”°
lIw dissenters, Justices Nix
, Kauffman and Larsen,
were less vehement tha
ss ho took issue wit
h the Plan in the previous
n
decade. Justice Nix conclu
th,u thc Final Plan had sac
ded
rificed too much in ord
er to accomplish popula
cqualit and went too far in
tion
dividing counties and
municipalities. He furthe
scisded that the Plan had not
r
co
n
pai
d
sufficient atte
est” tpamticularly in
Philadelphia), thus violati ntion to “communities of inter
ng the requirements of
ness and 5
compactness.° Justice La
contiguous
rsen objected that the Pla
lation equality at the exp
n had achieved popu
ense of the integrity of
the State’s political 0
Fina1l, Justice Kauff
subdivi6
ma
sions.
sisnip” lot the Comm n warned against the Court acting as a me
re “rubber
ission and echoed the
concerns of Justice Pome
m chiding the Co
roy
ths ssa in which it had mmission for providing no explanation or justifi a decade
cation for
arr
ive
d
at
a7
Plan.’° Justice Kauffma
Lion !tiat the Co
n further took the posi
urt should not sustain
the Final Plan without
vonstraung that
some evidence dem
the Comm
cr’rrlitutloflallymandatedission had fully considered and implemente
d all of the
rea
pportionment standards
in ‘trtsL1e II,
, including those contain
Section 16 of the Pen
ed
nsy
lvania Constitution rel
ctThIuiiuu,ness,
ating to compactness,
and sanctity of politic
al
H”kc
1
boundaries. The Plan sho
kault man argued,
uld be upheld,
only if these factors had
eSts-ui
possible consistent
been considered to the
fullest
with the dominant obj
ective of achieving pop
ula
tion
A briet canda1
surfaced when The
tot I ams-en
Ph
iladelphia Inquirer rep
a Democrat,
orted that Justice
uI’Hltci t
ar “Democratic had promised key Democratic political lea
ders that he
int
ere
sts” in any legislative
onie before 9
reapportionment cases tha
him.° After this fla
t
p passed, however, the
“dS miuickl
y put to rest, No
reapportionment
appeals were taken to the
United States Su
j’p

:‘-

‘t’o

tOe 1981
Commission-driven
reapportionment plan
oipmeme Co
received the Pennsyl
urt’s stamp
of approval, albeit
over a certain cloud of
dissent,
‘I
“

N

2A25
442 A.2d at 668
-69
-o \ 20 at
66
(00
0u4
ng
‘‘

CommoneaIth cv eel.
Specter’ Le’ in, 48
Pa at 19, 293 A 20
442 A 2d at
669 (Nia, J,, ciis
cnti
ng)
\ 2 at 6697(i
(I arson, J d,ssen
ttng.
\ 2001 672-74
(Kaulfman, 3. dissenti
ng)

‘
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several gCii aIhtionc rouid b oasvn. Fiist, jr the wa:e ol Bakci
Re nolds s. Sims in the eat ly i960s, the overriding concern of the first tw,.
missions was populatior equality, almo t to the exclusion of all other facto,
5
1971 and the 1981 Commissions had placed erorinous emphmh (‘ss a first
crijj
step) upon arriving at an “acceptable” population a vistior figure that wed’
1
tolerated in the House and Senate districts. Once the Chairman lent his
hiesim
an acceptable percentage, based upon prevailing court decisions, the
poIji1
party leaders on the Commission were then generally free to work out
compromises on the configurations of the districts themselves, with “red
alert
warnings being sounded on such issues as compactness and splits of
Politi,.
boundaries only in the case of extreme departures from the Pennsylvania
,
1
Consij
lion

Second, the Pennsylvania Supreme Court tacitly approved of this superemphi
sis on population equality at the expense of other factors, recognizing that
it
impossible to draw a jigsaw puzzle containing equal-sized pieces without
sacritie
itig a certain degree of aesthetic beauty and neat line-drawing. Likewise,
haii
drawn the reapportionment plan itself in 1966, the Court was sensitive to the
that, unless absolutely necessaty, it was not the Coutt’s business, nor its desire,fact
plunge into this legislative exercise. Reapportionment was inherently a politi,to
process; the Constitution itself had created a Commission comprised of the polit
cal party leaders from the House and the Senate. Thus, a certain amount of horse
trading and mutually agreeable “gerrymandering” was not only inevitable, but
had some merit. The Court would not soil its hands in the politics of reapport kiii
ment unless absolutely necessary.
Finally, through the mouths of the dissenters it became evident that one built-in
weak spot in the Commission mechanism was that no guidepost existed as to what
record, if any, the Commission was required to provide the Court in articulating or
justifying its decision-making. The majority opinions in both 1972 and 1982 ac
cepted the plans “on their faces,” rendering decisions as to lawfulness without au’.
meaningful record regarding the internal tickings of the Commission. Equality ot
population was the big-ticket item, and, once the Court was satisfied on this score,
a presumption seemed to flow in favor of the Commission on all other matters,
absent some gross abuse.
The dissenters in both 1972 and 1982, on the other hand, seemed to want an
affirmative justification each time the Commission tread into an area roughly go’.
erned by Article 11, Section 16 of the Pennsylvania Constitution. Where a chal
lenger alleged that map-making could have been accomplished more artfully, at
less expense to the “secondary” mandates of the Constitution
compactness.
contiguity, integrity of political boundaries
the dissenters remained unsatisfied
with a silent record, They voiced a willingness to strike down the Reapportionment
Plan unless the Commission could affirmatively establish that such sacrifices welt.
“absolutely necessary.”
The gradual preeminence of the one-person-one-vote principle in the 1971 and
1981 reapportionments would be turned on its head in the reapportionment 01
1991. By this time, computers and high technology would make equality in popu
lation a simple exercise, while new frontiers, particularly the Federal Voting Rights
Act of 1965” (as it had been amended in 1982), would loom up with historic pr0l1
inence and threaten to topple reapportionment plans in Pennsylvania and acro”
the nation.
.

—

—

See PA. CONST. art. II, §16.
42 U.S.C. §11971-1974(eU1982).
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Iv.
THE REAPPORTIONMENT OF 1991
A. Setting Up the Commission
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The federal decennial census of 1990, conducted by the Department of Corn
merce and its Bureau of Census in nine months pursuant to the directive of Con
2 catapulted the 1991 Pennsylvania reapportionment into motion. Federal
gress,”
and state law contemplated that reapportionment would not actually begin until
the Secretary of Commerce issued a report setting forth the census data in “usabl
e
3 a form that could actually be used by state reapportioning bodies. Al
form,”
though this did not occur until midsummer of 1991, Pennsylvania (like
most
states) took steps to set the process in motion much earlier.
On March 13, 1991, Senate Majority Leader F. Joseph Loeper (R., Delaware
County) called the first organizational meeting of the Legislative Reapp
ortion
ment Commission in the State Capitol. Pursuant to Article 11, Section 17(b)
of the
Pennsylvania Constitution, the four “political” members of the Commission
consisted of Senator Loeper (selected as Temporary Chairman); Senate Minor
ity
Leader Robert J. Mellow (D., Lackawanna County); House Majority Leader
H.
William DeWeese (D., Greene County); and Representative John M.
Perzel (R.,
Philadelphia, deputized by House Minority Leader Representative Matthe
w J.
Ryan (R., Delaware County)).
Temporary Commission adopted a resolution
to solicit letters of interest from persons wishing to be candidates for
the position
of chairman. The resolution was circulated in the Pennsylvania Bulletin
and to the
deans of all Pennsylvania law schools.
On April 3, 1991, the Temporary Commission met in the State Capito
l to inter
view candidates who had expressed an interest in the chairmanship
, These included
Arlin M. Adams, Retired Judge of the U.S. Court of Appeals for
the Third Cir
cuit, Associate Dean John L. Gedid of the Widener University
School of Law in
Harrisburg, Dean Mark A. Nordenberg of the University of Pittsbu
rgh School of
Law, and Dean John A. Maher of the Dickinson School of Law,
as well as a half
dozen attorneys and private 5
citizens.’
Dissension erupted within the tentative Commission on April 8, 1991,
the date
originally set for a final vote on the chairman. Senator Loeper and
Representative
Perzel (the Republican members of the Commission) voted to
appoint Dean Mark
Nordenberg as Chairman, while Representative DeWeese voted
against his ap
pOintment and Senator Mellow (the second Democrat) abstain
ed, requesting that
other nominees be considered before a vote was taken.” The
Temporary Commis
sion was unable to reach agreement on several other nominees,
and a brief recess
was held. When the Commission members returned, Repres
entative Perzel took
the position that a quorum had been present and that
a majority of the Commis
sion had voted in favor of Dean Nordenberg, since the vote was
two in the affirma
tive, one in the negative, and one abstention. Senator Loeper
concurred in this in
°Seei3 USC. §141(a), (b) (1983).
U
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terpreta) ion of the vonu. The two DemV,ratic members vgorousiy di
This led to a disharmonious adjournment
On April 8 1991 (that same day) Senato Loeper as Temporary Chajrnian
mitted the name of Dean Mark A Notdenberg to if e Secretary of the Comm
01
wealth as the individual sciected to serve as Cnairman of the Commission
ii
Secretary replied on April 9, 1991, that the name of Dean Nordenberg lactod
si
ficient votes to constitute the selection of the Commission’” and would not b
cepted. Uncomfortable with his position in the political crossfire, Dean Norrl
berg withdrew his name as a candidate for the position on April l2tn, expressjn
desire to avoid controversy and needless litigation which would delay the Comiii,
sion’s important work,’
2
When the Temporary Commission reconvened on April 23, 1991, to cast a nv
vote on the chairman, the two Democratic Commission members were conspicti
ously absent. A quorum could not be reached, 2 Further attempts to arrange a suit
able time for the Commission to meet prior to the constitutional deadline failed
The selection of a chairman was thus thrown to the Pennsylvania Supreme Coutm
under the terms of Article 11, Section 17(b) of the Pennsylvania Constitution.
On May 6, 1991, the Pennsylvania Supreme Court appointed Pittsburgh aitie
ney, Robert J. Cindrich, to serve as Chairman.’
’ Cindrich, a registered Democrt,
2
had earned a reputation for fairness and adherence to constitutional principle
when he served under President Jimmy Carter as the U.S. Attorney for the West
em District of Pennsylvania. He had also served in a variety of other positions in
government and public service throughout his career,
Chairman Cindrich called the first meeting of the fully-constituted Commiss jolt
on June 11, 1991. At this time he expressed his intention to serve in a “neutral”
fashion and to develop a consensus plan working with the political leaders of both
21 The four political members of the Commission expressed their conli
parties.
dence in the competence and impartiality of the judicially-selected Chairman.”
Thus, just as in 1972, the political leaders’ inability to agree upon a non
political chairman had cast this important decision to the Pennsylvania Supreme
Court. For the first time, however, the job fell upon an individual other than an
academician, a practicing attorney who would take a more active role in the pro
cess than any past chairman.
-

Id. at 15-19.
See Letter from Secretary Christopher A. Lewis to Senator F. Joseph Loeper (Apr. 9, 1991) (St,,
Archives).
l

2
12

Id.
See Transcript of the Legislative Reapportionment Commission Meeting 2 (Apr.23, 1991) (State \‘
chives); see also letter from Nordenberg to Loeper dated April 12, 1991 (State Archives).
Id. at 1-3.
The Constitution provides that no later than 60 days following the official reporting of the federil
decennial census, the four ‘political” members of the Commission shall be certified to the Secret,,’
of the Commonwealth. Within 45 days after this certification, the four members are required 10
lect a chairman and certify his or her name immediately to the Secretary; otherwise a majority 01 il”
Supreme Court is required to select a chairman within 30 days thereafter. See PA. CONSI. art II
§ 17(b).
See In re: Appointment of Chairman of the Legislative Reapportionment Commission, Judicial -‘id
ministration Docket No. 105A (May 6, 1991) (State Archives)
Transcript of the Legislative Reapportionment Commission Meeting 2-5 (June Ii, 1991) (State \r
chives).
Id. at 5-10.
‘

_______________________________
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fl Adminis4ralive Tasks of the Commission
1 he I1rt order of administrative business was add
ressed at the meeting of Jun
11, l9l. at which Chairman Cindrich nominated
ind

ividuals for the positions
c
Cil Counsel and Executive Director, bot
h of whom were unanimous
ly ap

rroved In serve as Chief Counsel, the Cha
irman named Stephen
quire, a highly-respected attorney and

a

J. Harmelin, Es
senior partner at the Philade
lphia firm o
I)iI%sorlll, Paxson, Kalish & Kauffman.
Attorney Harmelin, althoug
h a registerec
Rcpublkan, had served as a White Hou
se aide in the administration
of Presiden
1 udon B, Johnson as well as on the boa
rds of a host of prestigious
cor
poration
and piofessional 2
commi6
ttees, To serve as Executive
Director, Chairman Cindric
nornmated Ken Gormley, an atto
t
rney practicing at the firm
of Mansmann Cm
drich & Fittis in Pittsburgh. Gormle
y also
fa ult at the University of Pittsburgh Sch served as an adjunct professor on tht
ool of Law, where he taught
and special
cicd in state constitutional 27
law.’ Although the Pennsy
lvania Constitution was si
Cot as to what staff the Chairm
an was entitled to appoint
and what personnel the
(omnossion as a body might hire
, these decisions (like many
throughout the processj ucre ultimately left to the
Chairman’s sound judgm
ent and improvisation as
the process unfolded.
1 he Constitution was equ
ally silent as to the actual mec
hanics of the Commis
iOns operation. At the
organizational meeting of
the Commission on July 17,
1901, the Chairman
introduced, and the full
Commission approved, a hos
olut tons dealing with
t of res
administrative matters. At
this meeting, Representative
len G Kiikovich
Al
(D., Westmoreland Cou
nty) was deputized to serve
Representative H.
in place of
William DeWeese on behalf
of the House Democrats, put
place the five member
ting in
s of the Commission who
would ultimately serve and vot
throughout the bala
e
nce of the reapportionmen
t work. Somewhat informa
‘sasc1ccided that the
lly, it
Commission should establis
h an office in the Capitol bui
oainer than further
lding
afield) to ensure central
acc
‘J located
ess
to staff and documents. Space
in Room 612 of the
North Office Building, a
enh2C because
particularly suitable
ii was located in a non
partisan, “neutral” wing
the ( ommission
of the Capitol,
then approved Res

olution 2A, naming as Executi
Barbara Butterfield
ve Secretary
and establishing salaries for
I eld ss as a
staff 2
members.’ Barbara Butter’
highly qualified pro
fessional “on loan” from the
i the House.
staff of a senior mem
specifically selected because
0t1 Smac
of her experience with both Hou
staffers
se

and the inner-workings of
both legislative bodies. This ap
critical because the Chairman
! little
and Executive Director
amiliatity with the per
sonnel within the Capitol. Mo
‘‘‘‘tiger oh the
reover, a reliable
office in Harrisburg was
required since the Chairman
I)lrmior ou1
and Execu
d spend a great deal of
time in their own offices in Pitt
‘1slOCt of
sburgh
$500,000.00 was established
for the Commission, in add
,96,9p temaini
ition to
ng from the legislat
ive reapportionment of 198
nS9,963 90’s The
1,
for
a total
Chairman’s per diem was set
S “sIgmficnt
at $300 Co each day he
or substantial” amo
unt of rime on Commission bus
inec
s,

I

Iil’51’l’e R
rfl’’2)’
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[nt

wf wEe in Ha r shut g or elsewhere,’° Fot t sake of co ‘enience and
the existing 991 Fm’ ncial 0 )eratlng Rules of the Senate we ‘r. adoptedund
govern expenses, personnel polices, and other aorninssrative mat j,,
meant, as a practical mattei, that all financial processings and
disbm ,
u ould take place through the chief clerk of the senate Ga y Crowell ‘I
5
hi
ment proved to be extremely satisfactory because the chief clerk had
alea,i, j,
oped a high level of expertise in such matters and because the Comm
isin1 ,
simply tap into the existing procedures and personnel rather than inventiIg
guidelines under the sharp time constraints of the reapportionment process it,,
In reality, much of the early work of the Commission in organizing
accomplished through informal cooperation among the Democrat and itwll
staffs of the House and Senate. Potentially cumbersome details such asRcpul,,f i
equipment for the office, establishing internal operating procedures for obiaitt
the
mission, and finding messengers and other clerical assistance were often (
through phone calls and mutual agreement rather than spending unnecctr,rml
c,,jv’
payer funds on “purchasing” such goods and services from outside sources’
sort of unscripted cooperation was extremely important because it allos, II
Chairman and Executive Director to devote the bulk of their early time
to ätiU
reapportionment work, since the 90-day clock established by the
Constitution o,
achieve a preliminary plan had already begun to tick.
32 A highly qualit’ied reswirrs
assistant, Daniel Cooper (a graduate of Princeton who had been accepted
to liar
yard Law School) was hired for the summer to carry out legal research.
This tt
began immediately.
The 1991 Commission had, at best, thin historical documentation to
guide
Other than the bulky and inaccessible materials kept in the state archives, the
records of the 1981 and 1971 reapportionments were an informal collectiononli
boxes housed by the Executive Director of the Legislative Data Processing CCflterof
LDPC, as that entity is known in the Capitol, is a highly sophisticated notepartisan office responsible for collecting and tabulating data on a host of projcu,,
for the House and Senate. Although the reapportionment records preserved bs
LDPC were of limited usefulness because they were incomplete, the record
proved to be the only centralized source of information during the reapportion
ment project. The only “institutional memory” of the Commission was Al Stork
slager, the Executive Director of LDPC, who had been actively involved in the
1981 reapportionment and had kept personal files. As a result, L.DPC proved to he
critical in assisting the staffs as well as the Chairman of the 1991 Commission. \
will be discussed, LDPC is likely to continue to grow in importance as the Corn
monwealth confronts future reapportionments.
.

,

C. Threshold Legal Issues
Before beginning the task of reapportioning the legislative districts within ilat
Commonwealth, the Commission faced a number of threshold legal issues which,
by virtue of the Constitution, had to be addressed immediately. Foremost aniOnr
these was determining when the census data was “usable” such that the Conilite’
sion could rely upon it and go forward.
Article II, Section 17(c) of the Pennsylvania Constitution provides:

‘

Id. at itt; Resolution #2B.
Id. at 7, Resolution #2C.
See PA CONST art. II, §17(c).
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No later than ninety days after either the commiss
ion has been duly
ecruijed or the population data for the Commonwealth
as determined
p the lederal decennial census are available, whic
hever is later in time,
the commission shall file a preliminary reapportionm
ent plan with such
deLtions officer.
I pus, the magic clock would begin to tick as of the date the federal cens
us data was
ncd “asailabie” to the Commission. The Commiss
ion would then have 90
j
tn hich to file a preliminary reapportionment plan
; failing to do so, the pro
would be thrown into the hands of the Pennsylvania
Supreme Court under the
riits ‘1 SectiOn 17(g), absent an extension for caus
e shown. Thus, determining
ui ihL ,unsus data could be deemed
‘usable’ was a critical threshold determi
nuon In theory, if the Commission were
to miscalculate the 90-day deadline by
ecn a sinde day, it could lose jurisdicti
on and forfeit the entire process to the
\Vith thi, hazard in mind, the Commiss
ion’s first assignment to its Chief Cou
n
i, Stephen Harmelin, was to render a legal
6
opinion as to the “usability” of the
nus data. The issue was anything but clear
-cut, Although LDPC had received
dot I’rom the U.S. Census Bureau on
February 22, 1991, it was subsequently
dctcrimned that the data was inacc
urate in a host of 3
respects. Population data
’
the precinct level due to problems with
“split blocks.’’ Additionally,
t’ti,h oert-di precinct boundarie
s within the Commonwealth had changed,
the
federal c”nstts data failed to refle
ct these changes. Finally, LDPC discovere
d cod
tog ci rots in the Census Bure
au data, further skewing the population
figures All
it1 Limis required LDP
C to make adjustments and correction
s
before delis’
C0r12 the 0
ata to the Commission, which did
not occur until June 27, 1991, the date
nit which the revis
ed data was delivered to Chairman
Cindrich.” It was not until
t
:-t. ..haiiges
were made, according to the testi
mony of Mr. Stockslager, that the
“tfltni.inn could “meaning
fully draw both House and Senate 6
districts,” Even
triter these major
revisions, additional changes
and “fine-tunings” would take
t’ 1051, the
Pennsylvania Supreme Court had been
forced to confront that
some Icso, hut
failed to resolve it directly. In that
year, the individual members of
1 egistal is e
Reapportionment Commission had
petitioned the Court to exercise
and render a declaratory judgment
as to whether the
‘so duo ‘sas
“available” within the meaning of
the Constitution when it
sLIuoils Iiansmitted
in raw form by the federal governme
nt to the state; alter
nunimission suggested the
°
data was “available” when it had been
I DPC into a form
that was actually usable. On March 26,
Oti J’ntiee
1981, the
of the Pennsylvania
Supreme Court issued an order stating that
“31 Li tort
the
“

‘
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C

ithin which the Commiss
ion was required to file a prelimina
ry plan
the date that the Commission
received the population data from
raid

son7ns “in usable them çbreakdo
wn of data by precinct and
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usable iorm,” as coined by the state’s highest cou t r,ro ‘ided at
Iha re r
least a guidepo t for the Commission in 1991 Put a numbe, of Corn iission marc
hers iiged that a deciarao:’, iudgrrent ciicn shosd be filed v.’ith the enr,svl
vacua Supreme Coon, ucquenirig a specific luling as to the da’ on uhicri ha data
33 Otlcr iembcr objected; this pproach wouid ploitip delays.
vas “usable,”
Chief Counsel Harmelin believed that tle issue of usability is really a factual ne
termjnation to be made by this Commission based upon all the information availa
ble to it’’ and that ihere existed a “range of availability and usable form,’” Given
the conclusion by LDPC that the data was really not usable until it was revised and
delivered to the Chairman on June 27th, Chief Counsel Harmelin felt that the
Commission should make this factual determination itself and move forward,
without involving the
In the end, the Commission voted to forego a declaratory judgment action and
reached its own determination that the data was “usable” as of June 27, 1991, the
date the errors in thc raw federal data had been corrected by LDPC.” In hind
sight, this decision was quite prudent. The Pennsylvania Supreme Court is hardly
in a position to jump into reapportionment matters each decade, without warning,
and begin reviewing factual determinations on such short notice. The Commission
was in the best position to manage its own calendar and reach findings of fact on
issues that directly affected its own business, particularly the “usability” question.
Absent a clearly erroneous, bad faith decision in this regard, it is hard to imagine
that the Pennsylvania Supreme Court would (or should) upset the Commission’s
determination on this score. Indeed, the “usability” issue quickly became moot in
the 1991 experience, a fitting conclusion to a relatively picayune matter.
A related issue arose in 1991 which will raise interesting questions for future
Commissions, Representative John Perzel expressed concern that LDPC had not
provided data broken down by race and voting age population, which was essen
tial to the Commission drawing districts in compliance with the Federal Voting
42 In Representative Perzel’s view, “if we don’t have the racial break
Rights Act.’
43 The Executive Director of LDPC indicated
down, then it’s not in usable form,”
that such racial data would be available shortly to the Commission. The Chairman
and Chief Counsel were reluctant to conclude that the “usability” of data should
be determined on this ground alone; the Commission could at least begin its task
breakdowns.’ Given the experience of the 1991 Commis
while awaiting the racial 44
sion, and the growing importance of access to information by all citizens, it is diffi
cult to comprehend how federal census data can be truly “usable” for modern re
apportionment purposes without accompanying racial data. For that reason, ra
cial data should be included in the first round of data released to the Commission
in future years. But due to the press of business in 1991, and the relative novelty of
such Voting Rights Act questions, the process moved forward.

rtc
Ar
Transcript of the Legislative Reapportionment Commission Meeting 37-46 (July 17, 1991) (State
chives).
Id. at 14.
Id. at 43-44.
ld.at46.
Id. at 22-24.
Id. at 24.
Id. at 24 26.
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iide has been written about the inner-working
s of the Legislative Re
appor
iotiindnt Commission in Pennsylvania. Consequen
tly,
little is known by citizen
tcniia1 litigants, the courts, and even lawmak
s,
ers about its operation.
I nih recently, all map-making and line-drawin
g was accomplished accord
ing to
ihi. ld-lashioned method: with pencils, maps of
the Commonwealth, and
LII p;ij1 to calculate populat
scraps
ion for proposed districts. By
1991, this
occs ad changed dramatically. Sop
histicated computer systems antiquated
and software
c a! ady in place for nearly two years
before a Chairman was nam
oinhilIssiofl in 1991. No centralized com
ed to the
puter had been purchased
nis’.iofl, however, because the Commis
by the Corn
sion did not yet exist, Instead
, each of the
tour political caucuses (Senate Republ
icans, Senate Democrats,
:an’. and House Democrats) purcha
House Republi
sed its own computer sys
lunds anti guarded it jealously.
tem with caucus
By the time the Commission beg
an its formal busi
ucv in the summer of 1991, eac
h political
ol computer operators, custom-ma caucus thus possessed a well-trained
de software, and the abil
wnipiiterizcd maps in an endless
ity to produce
arra
y
of
sizes, geographic regions,
.ui.Iiiigs.
and color
Vs hat happened once thes
e maps were generated, howeve
r, was largely unob
etu’d by the press or the
public. The Pennsylvania Sun
shine Act secures “the
iL.Ill of the public to be
present at all meetings of agencie
s and to witness the delib
nion, policy formulation
and decision-making of 4
agenci
5
,11t1iOnwealth are thus enti
1
es.” Citizens of the
tled to receive notice and the
‘eel ings of age
opp
ortu
nity to attend all
ncies where any
.“i\lative Reapportionment agency business is discussed or acted 4
upo6
n.’ The
Commission deemed itself to
lie meaning of the
be an “agency” within
Sunshine 45
Act’ and adopted an unwritten
.‘11o11s and
policy that all official
deliberations of a quorum of
the five Commission mem
uiidiicted in public,
bers would be
having given due notice through
newspaper advertisements
‘15 only
exception under the Sunshin
.
e Act related to “executive
LILilillission, which
sessions” of the
wer
e
held
dire
ctly
prio
r
to
pub
lic meetings and which
•i,,,j to specifi
c confidential matters
were re
such as discussing potential
litigation with
4 Practical mat
ter, of course, it would be imp
LIJLICI all of
ossible for the Commission
its day-to-day legwork
to
meetings with staff, for
’e. or little wou
t
example
ld be accomplished. This is no
in
less true of the legislature
‘ftll (S
constantly engaged in rese
itse
lf,
arch, preparation, negotiation
before stepping
and preliminary
into the chambers of the House
.N ‘and
or Senate to deliberate,
reach binding decisions. Con
cast
sequently, a great deal of
n’mision was,
1
the
wor
k
of
and
the
alw
ays
had been, performed by staffs
4iih,
of each Commission
Rough maps were prepar
ed,
tentative discussions were
hi
however, no final decisio
commenced; in
n was ever made
‘Ii III
and no deliberations of a
lhe Commission
quo
members occurred
• :1 fl’!.
except in duly convened
public
-
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in 1991, the process evolved fairly naturally. The Chairman, who had no
pendent access to map-making facilities, and no expertise with this computerj?
specialty, relied upon staffs from the four caucuses to produce “working map
and proposals. Staff members would meet with the Chairman and Execufje j
to discuss partjcu
in Pittsburgh or in Harrisburg
rector each week or two
Chairman
the
1971
in
Although
had app
the
of
state.
regions
specific
or
issues
ently met with Democrats and Republicans in separate blocks, Chairman
found it most productive to divide discussions into “House and Senate” iSsU
rather than “Democratic and Republican” issues. In practice, the House and Sen.
ate have much less in common than many citizens v’ou1d expect; this was particu,
larly true in reapportionment, where issues impacting on the House in creatjnup
legislative di.stricts differed widely from issues confronting the Senate in creatj
50 districts.
Thus, the House Democratic and House Republican staffs, linked to their pat
ticular commission members, met with the Chairman and Executive Director on
specified days; their Senate counterparts met on others. The principal negotjj
for the caucuses were David Woods, Stephen MacNett and Mike Long (Senate 44
publicans); Mark McKillop and Michael Korposh (Senate Democrats); Steph.
Dull (House Republicans); and Scott Casper (House Democrats). All of them
seasoned, talented political aides; most had worked on previous reapportion
ments. As the Chairman had indicated at the initial public meeting, the generaJ
proach he followed was to encourage cooperation and compromise among /j
“political” commissioners and their staffs. The Constitution, after all, had
lished them as members of this body because of their knowledge and expertise in
political matters. Chairman Cindrich’s primary role, at least initially, was to ide
tify areas of disagreement and mediate disputes. At the same time, his role as
neutral citizen-participant was to carefully monitor the requirements of the feclt41j
including equality of population, Federal Voting Rigtpf
and state constitutions
and to ensure 4
Act, compactness, contiguity, and sanctity of political boundaries
that these requirements were carefully safeguarded as the political process na- 4
folded.
4
1
One benefit of this approach was that an inherent “checks and balances’s si
tem evolved in the negotiations between the political parties. To the extent d14
‘
working maps unfairly impacted upon one party or another, or unnecessarily
raised problems under the Constitution or statutes, one caucus or another (i.e. the I
party adversely affected) would inevitably raise the matter with the Chairman. Tht
Chairman was then in a position to study the issue along with his own staff and44ê
refuse to accept any proposal unless it resolved these shortcomings. The ChairmdJI
could (and did on many occasions) direct the caucus staffs to produce working
maps which would reflect his own vision of a suitable solution. In this fashion,
although not maintaining his own map-making facilities, the Chairman in effeGt :
initiated his own proposed maps relative to “problem” areas to ensure faimø
and adherence to constitutional principles.
One difficulty which soon emerged related to acceptable “deviations” relating
a
to population. The staffs of both the House and Senate were anxious to pin down
allow
in
precise percentage that the Chairman would determine as “acceptable”
j
th
0
ing variances from district to district, This flowed from the superemphasis
one-person-one-vote issue that had dominated the two previous reapportlotw;
ments. It also flowed from the fact that it was impossible for staffs to begin dra4’ I
ing maps without some type of outer boundaries regarding population dev1at10 i
—

—

41

—
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as one staffer explained, an entire map could turn into a “house of
he Chairman later disapproved of the deviation in a single district.
I, the case law as to the permissible range of population deviations was
I established. In Brown v. 5
Thomson’ in 1983, the United States Supreme
°
.1 suggested that a prima facie case of discrimination was presumptively
I u here an apportionment plan contained a maximum population devi
a
ater than 10%. In Gaffney v. 5
Cummings’ the Court had sustained a
’
.owed a 7.83% deviation in population. Furthermore, in White
v. Rethe Court permitted a 9.9% deviation. Although in certain cases involving
opposed to congressional) reapportionment plans, even greater
deviations
iitted,” particularly to preserve local political boundaries,
the trend
Icial courts was to insist on deviations much tighter than 10%,
particu
‘en computer technology that permitted greater mathematical 5
precisi
on.’
1
irnian Cindrich was reluctant to establish any hard-and-fast
numbers. This
ecially true after reviewing potential issues under the Voting
Rights Act, as
e provision of the Pennsylvania Constitution prohibiting
splits of politi
.Iivisions “unless absolutely 5
necessary
5
.” It became evident that the degree
Ly permitted in population deviations might have to
be directly adjusted
upon the urgency of other constitutional and statutory
mandates. In the
aff adopted their own informal, internal guideline of
a 5% deviation in
I a 2% deviation in the Senate. Those numbers, however,
were con
subject to change. Indeed, later discussions
concerning the resolution of
tights Act issues included serious consideration
of plans that included sub
higher deviations.
sqi, the staffs found
it difficult to begin work without concrete guidelines
as
tin. the Chairman found it difficult to commi
t to hard-and-fast percent
“hcu so many other factors would inevita
bly influence a final figure. In the
c miernal rules of thumb
established by the staffs were not unreasonable;
‘(I, ttlc I’inai reapportionment plan
slightly improved upon these goals. Future
‘flfl should continue
to be wary of latching onto rigid, artificial percent
the early stages of reapportionment.
Concerns generated by the Voting
\ , he Pennsylvania Constitution’
s unique provisions, as well as other
and constitutional mandates, may continu
e to warrant creativity and
n this matter as future reapportionments
follow their own courses.
al novel icsue confronted
by the 1991 Commission involved the access of
tt the process.
Because the individual political caucuses
owned all of the
lt’lç mLm-n
aking facilities, it was impossible to provid
e working maps and
11 Priam
“
L1
s to citizens wishing to partici
pate. Such materials thus consti
P oduct of individual commission members and their caucus
es,
“01k-product of the Commission
as a body. It would be no more ap
u eier c swh
information to the public than it would be to release
iide nal memoranda of legislators
or their staffs.
‘
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terAt the same time, without access to the rapidly growing body of compu
ent
rtionm
the
reappo
in
pate
partici
generated information, the public’s right to
le.
availab
not
were
als
f
materi
raw
certain
gless
process would become meanin
and
data
raw
the
of
all
public
to
make
mined
dete
ission
Comm
Consequently, the
5 Census data provided by the
reports made available to the Commission itself/
made available on computer disk.
were
Bureau of Census, as well as racial data,
ents to the proposed plans of
comm
ed
public
includ
Other data made accessible
lves and transcripts of the
themse
plans
the
as
well
as
,
groups
s
and
fered by citizen
ed at a mod
als
public meetings and hearings. Most of these raw materi were provid
er, that
howev
d,
resolve
cally
specifi
ission
est charge, to cover costs. The Comm
in
of
LDPC
ses
proces
l
interna
the
ing
reflect
re
softwa
ter
working maps, compu
the pub
to
le
availab
made
be
not
would
als
materi
such
other
and
data,
compiling
would have
57 These were in the nature of the Commission’s work product and
lie.
.
plished
accom
be
to
were
work
to be protected if any meaningful
r of citizens
As the process developed, it became evident that a growing numbe
s, so that
proces
the
in
wished to have access to population and racial data early on
New
and
states,
Certain
own.
they could generate computerized maps of their
y
re
directl
softwa
and/or
als
termin
ter
g
compu
makin
York City, had already begun
gh
Penn
.
Althou
pation
partici
their
aid
further
to
s
citizen
ted
available to interes
Commis
sylvania was in no position to make these resources available in 1991, the
that the
agreed
and
l
counse
legal
with
sion discussed this issue at executive session
s
toward
eye
an
(with
ed
explor
fully
more
be
should
issue of public participation
work.
its
nced
comme
ission
Comm
2001
the
)
before
pation
partici
greater citizen
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The 1991 Commission determ
ined that receiving public
preliminary plan was as ess
input before drafting a
ential as soliciting public
comment after a tentative
plan was on paper. Thus, the
Commission publicized
and scheduled a full day of
public hearings on September
5, 1991, in the Capitol, to
address “issues of state
wide importance in the reappo
rtionment of 8
Pennsylvania.”
For purposes of administra
tive efficiency and to avoid
disjointed discussion of
a plethora of localized issues
, the Commission exercised
over the subject matter of the
som
public hearing. Potential spe e degree of control
submit a brief summary of the
akers were required to
ir
vance and suitable topics wer proposed remarks to the Executive Director in ad
e approved based upon the
ir relevance to “is
statewide concern.” Purel
y local issues
for example, contentions tha sues of
ary in a particular municipa
t a bound
lity should remain undistu
rbed
with by inviting the citizen
were generally dealt
to submit his or her comme
nts in writing to the Cornmission for circulation, rat
her than through an oral pre
sentation. This was consis
ent with the Commission
t
’s earlier conclusion that me
etings, although open to the
public, should not be par
ticipatory except to the
extent that the Commission
deemed such participation
fruitf9
5
ul.’ Not only did this app
lems of “free-for-alls”
roach avoid the prob
breaking out, but it also was
essential if the Commission
was to meet its internal
deadline of September 16t
h to draft a preliminary 6
and its actual deadline of
plan’
°
September 25th based upo
n counsel’s calculation of
90-day time 6
period.’
’
the
The Commission’s public
hearing of September 5,
many ways. For the firs
1991, was a watershed in
t time in the history of the
reapportionment process
Pennsylvania, racial iss
in
ues, rather than one-perso
n-one-vote concerns, domina
the discussion by citi
ted
zens and legislators alike.
The Federa
amended in 1982, becam
e the focal point for the Co l Voting Rights Act, as
opened up wide new vis
mmission’s concerns and
tas of debate in reapportio
ning Pennsylvania accord
federal law.
ing to
Speakers at the public hea
ring included representativ
Philadelphia Latino Vot
es from the NAACP, the
ing Rights Act Committe
Ion, the League of Wo
e, the Pennsylvania Farmers
Un
men Voters, Blacks Netwo
rking for Progress, the Ba
Association of Philadel
rristers
phia, the Republican State
ated citizens, and sta
Committee, various unaffil
te 6
i
legisla2
tors.’ Although a host of
raised, several speake
important concerns were
rs’ testimony became par
ticularly relevant as the rea
tionment process unfold
ppored,
Barton Fields, of the Ha
rrisburg office of the NA
Prepared by the NAAC
ACP, submitted testimony
P’s National Redistrictin
g Project in Baltimore, Maryl
The NAACP took the
and.
strong position that, in lig
ht of amendments to the Vot
Rights Act promulga
ing
ted by Congress in 1982,
the Commission was obl
igated to
See
—

—
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create “majority-minority” districts wherever it could. “[A]ny action that resul
in the dilution of the black community’s voting strength,” stated the NA
spokesman, “is a violation of the A’” An absence of discriminatory inten
1 s Li
no longer relevant under the Voting Rights Act. the NAACP pointed out. Ii
Commission could create minority districts but did not create them, it Wa vjoI
7
ing federal law. Moreover, a district with a bare majority of 50% Afrjci
Americans was not sufficient to satisfy the Voting Rights Act under the recent
law. Rather, the racial minority had to be given an “equitable chance to elect
didates of choice,” requiring generally a 65°/a super-majority if blacks were to i
64
given a realistic chance to make their votes count.
Professor Abigail Thernstrom, an adjunct professor of political science at Boc.
ton University, with a Ph.D. from Harvard University, testified vigorously to
65 Dr. Thernstrom was the author of a controversial book publish
contrary.’
Harvard University Press in 1987, entitled Whose Votes Count?: Affiratj
66 The premise of Professor Thernstro
Action and Minority Voting Rights,’
award-winning book, as well as her testimony, was that the Voting Rights Act
’ Dr. Thernstrom argued that t1iç
6
not designed to institute “de facto apartheid.”
1982 Amendments to the Voting Rights Act were not fashioned to mandate ihaj
reapportionment bodies draw the maximum number of “safe” minority distrjetj
or engage in affirmative “racial gerrymandering.” Nor did the recent Supreij
68 require such a course, According to Dd
Court case in Thorn burg v. Gingles’
Thernstrom, the racial gerrymandering approach adopted by so many states aft
Gingles was based upon a faulty assumption that “whites can’t represent blac
69 It would cause society to “walk backwar
and blacks can’t represent whites.”
towards
a more racially divided society,” she tes1ifiet
front
relations
race
the
on
and lead to black isolation if the Pennsylvania Commission were to follow thj
blind path.”° In the end, Dr. Thernstrom contended, black citizens would be 14j
with less representation, rather than more, “since the number of white candidat
and legislators who need black support to win will have been reduced by the rac4
gerrymandering.” Dr. Thernstrom urged that states like Pennsylvania shou1
’
7
not “cave in” to what she deemed a “cynical alliance between Republicans a
civil rights groups on voting rights matters,” because such racial gerrymanderi
1
would ultimately lead to a negative impact on black citizens throughout the Co
72
monwealth.’
Patricia DeCarlo, Co-chair of the Philadelphia Latino Voting Rights Comtn
tee, fundamentally disagreed with Dr. Thernstrom. She insisted that the Lati
community in Philadelphia was entitled to affirmative action by the Commissi
’ NI
7
to create districts in which Latino citizens could elect candidates of choice.’
reapportio
1981
in
the
efforts
aggressive
DeCarlo noted that it was only through
-

“

Transcript of Public Hearings 10 (Sept. 5, 1991) (State Archives).
id. at 13-14.
Id. at 17-49.
See ABIGA IL THERNSTROM, WHOSE VOTES COUNT?: AFFIRMATIVE ACTION ANt)
NORITY VOTING RIGHTS (1987).
Transcript of Public Hearings 18 (Sept. 5, 1991) (State Archives).
478 U.S. 30(1986).
Transcript of Public Hearings 22 (Sept. 5, 1991) (State Archives).
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ment process that a single legislative district in Phila
delphia (the 180th) had been
created with sufficient Latino population to elect
Representative Ralph Acosta, a
Latino. In 1991, she argued, the Latino commun
ity in Philadelphia was suffi
ciently large and geographically compact to allow
the creation of one legislative
district (180th) in which Latinos constituted a majo
rity
tive district (179th) in which a significant Latino influ of over 60%; one legisla
ence (of over 30%) would be
present; and one senatorial district in the north
east area of Philadelphia which en
compassed most of the Latino population and
the growth area of the Latino com
munity
7
4
.’ Ms. DeCarlo concluded by noting that the socio
economic indicators of
the Latino community were the worst of any racia
l minority in Philadelphia: 38%
unemployment and a 73% high school drop
-out 75
rate.’ Thus, voting empower
ment by the Commission was essential.
Blame A. Brown, Deputy Chairman of
the Republican State Committee,
echoed the views of the NAACP and the Phila
delphia Latino Voting Rights Com
mittee. Drawing “majority-minority” and
“minority influenced” districts, he
contended, should be viewed as a man
date of the 7
Commis
6
sion.’ Moreover, Mr.
Brown urged that population losses in
Philadelphia and Allegheny County dic
tated that those areas should lose seats
. At the same time, areas of populatio
n
growth in the suburbs, particularly the sout
heast, should gain 77
seats.’
Speakers also stepped forward on issues
unrelated to minority voting rights. A
spokeswoman for the League of Wom
en Voters, Marilyn Manchester, advised
the
Commission to be particularly wary of
splits of boroughs, townships or cities “un
less absolutely necessary.” Such splits,
she stated, had an adverse impact upon
the
integrity of neighborhoods and commun
ities of 7
interest
8
.’ Similarly, Joseph Gam
bescia, a citizen of Delaware Cou
nty residing in the 166th legislative distr
ict,
warned that the destruction of mun
icipal boundaries in legislative map-mak
ing
would produce an adverse impact upon
school districts. The strength of any such
public unit, he contended, was diluted
if it was split between more than one legis
la
tor, thus depriving it of a unified voic
e in the State 7
Capitol
9
.’
Having considered the testimony of
these and other individuals in oral and wri
ten form, the Commission adjourne
t
d and began work in earnest on a preli
minary
reapportionment plan.
As part of its fact-gathering process,
the Commission, for the first time in that
body’s history, travelled to Philadelp
hia to meet with representatives of affec
ted
minority groups. This tour of mino
rity communities in Philadelphia took
place on
September 11, 1991, and proved to be
extremely beneficial in several ways. In
part,
the trip was prompted by the fact
that both the Chairman and Executive Dire
ctor
were lifelong residents of Pittsburg
h and had little first-hand sense of
the Latino
and African-American communities
on the other end of the state, The trip
was
also prompted by the desire of all
Commission members and the Chief Cou
nsel to
get a clear picture of minority issue
s and community concerns in the state
’s largest
city, particularly since the Federal
Voting Rights Act was looming as a dom
inant
factor in the reapportionment work
of 1991

‘

Id at 52-53
Id at 54
Id at 97-125
Id as 101-04
Id at 65 69
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The Commission met with various minority groups in Philadelphia including the
Philadelphia Latino Voting Rights Committee (meeting at Central Pedro C’lavei)
and the Philadelphia Chapter of the NAACP (meeting at the Urban Education
Center). The benefit of this physical tour of Philadelphia and its neighborhoods
was that a diverse group of Commission members and their staffs were able to ob
tam a first-hand picture of minority communities in the single square of Pennsyl
vania where most voting rights issues would inevitably have to be fought out.
B. Vote on the Preliminary Plan
On September 23, 1991, the Commission convened to vote on a preliminary re
° This date fell one week after the Commission’s own inter
8
apportionment plan.’
nal deadline of September 16th to draft a preliminary plan and two days before the
actual constitutional deadline. The Chairman announced that the Commission
members and their staffs had worked through the night without sleep and were still
unable to produce a preliminary plan in a form satisfactory for a vote, Chairman
Cindrich noted that the significant shift in population within Pennsylvania, from
west to east and southeast, had created a difficult task since it was inevitable that a
number of incumbent legislators would lose their seats. This situation led to a tem
porary political gridlock. Despite two recesses, the Commission was unable to put
a plan on the table with adequate legal descriptions. Therefore, over the objections
of Senator Loeper, the Commission meeting was recessed until September 25th,
deadline.
the actual constitutional 8
Two days later, the Commission reconvened in the State Capitol, with a prelimi
82 Representative Kukovich
nary reapportionment plan now on the table for a vote.
Senate No. I and House No. I
marked
plans
approve
Commission
the
moved that
(later substituted with No. 1-A), as generated by the Legislative Data Processing
Center at the request of the Commission Chairman. Senator Loeper objected to
Senate No. 1, primarily because it merged a Republican and Democratic seat in the
Pittsburgh area to deal with population loss, rather than merging two Democratic‘
seats in the specific districts where the greatest population losses had taken place.
Senator Loeper further objected to the merger because it cut off an existing incum
84 Senator Loeper offered var
bent’s term (that of Senator Pecora) after two years.
ious amendments to the proposed preliminary plan which would have preserved
the incumbency of Senator Pecora in the 44th District in western Pennsylvania,
merged the districts where greater population losses had occurred, and increased
85
the minority population in one district. All of these proposals failed.
After further debate, the Commission voted unanimously to adopt the pro
posed preliminary plan of reapportionment for the House (House No. 1-A). As to
the Senate plan, the Commission voted 4-I to approve the original proposal, with
86
Senator Loeper opposing the preliminary plan for the reasons previously stated.
The Chairman thereafter directed the Executive Director to file the preliminary
plan with the Secretary of the Commonwealth before the end of the constitutional

‘
“

Archives).
Transcript of Legislative Reapportionment Commission Hearing (Sept. 23, 1991) (State
8l4.
Id. at
Archives).
Transcript of Legislative Reapportionment Commission Hearing (Sept. 25, 1991) (State
Id. at 9-12.
Id. at 12-13.
Id. at 16-44.
Id. at 69-72.
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deadline (that same day), and scheduled a public hearing on October 9, 1991, for
tue purpose of considering public conimeni 10 rile piehumiary plan Citizeiis miei
ested in providing testimony were requested to submit a written summary of their
proposed comments to the Executive Director no later than October 7 1991 so
87
that the meeting could be properly structured and controlled.
The Preliminary Reapportionment Plan filed with the Secretary of the Com
monwealth contained lengthy legal descriptions, as required by the Constitution,
along with maps. The Secretary immediately began the tedious process of prepar
ing this data for publication in newspapers throughout the Commonwealth; the
Secretary completed this task with a barrage of newspaper advertisements during
the week of October 6, 1991. The actual 30-day comment period established by the
Constitution would expire on October 25, 1991, at midnight.’

C. Second Hearings

—

Response to the Preliminary Plan

On October 9, 1991, the Commission again assembled in the State Capitol to
hear testimony from affected citizens and groups regarding the preliminary plan of
89 The Commission had been inundated with petitions, fax mes
reapportionment.
sages, written objections, and requests to provide testimony. From these, duplica
tive and tangential matters were eliminated from the pooi of responses. Thirty in
dividuals and groups were invited to provide oral testimony at the hearing, many
of whom centered their comments around a handful of core issues.
One cluster of vigorous debate and comment pertained to the elimination of the
44th Senatorial District outside Pittsburgh, designed to deal with population shifts
towards the east. Directly affected by this aspect of the preliminary plan was Sena
tor Frank Pecora (R., Penn Hills), who appeared with buslo ads of supporters and
constituents to protest the proposed redistricting. Attorney Anthony Martin,
counsel for Pecora, took the floor and suggested that nothing in the Constitution
permitted the Commission to terminate this incumbent legislator’s term in mid
stream Moreover he contended the action of the Commission stripped the voters
of the 44th District of their right to be represented by the senator whom they had
elected for a four year term Further he asserted that these voters were essentially
being disenfranchised Attorney Martin proposed a revised plan by which 130,000
citizens from each of the odd numbered senatorial districts in western Pennsyl
vania (37th 43rd 45th) would be moved into adjoining even numbered districts,
thus collapsing the three odd districts into two and creating new districts with a
population deviation of approximately 10%
Even more controversial was the testimony of Charles Kindle a constituent of
Senator Pecora and President of the Penn Hills Chapter of the NAACP ‘“ Mr
Kindle submitted a proposal which would create a minority district comprised of
51 % African Americans in Allegheny County leaving the existing 44th District
largely intact Under questioning from the Commission Mr Kindle acknowledged
that his plan, which split numerous municipal boundaries including Penn Hills,

Id, at 7t73,
id at 73,

Transcript of Legislative Reapportionment Commission Meeting (Oct. 9, 1991) (State Archives).
Id, at I324. Citizen Dan Torisky, a constituent in the existing Pecora District, echoed this sentiment
and stated that although he was a Democrat, he had “voted for Senator Pecora in the last election
expecting him to represent us in Harrisburg for four years,’’ 3d. at 27,
Id, at 37d4,
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23 Likewise, four majority-minority seats could be
mission in the preliminary plan.
created in the Senate in Philadelphia, through several different 20
configuration
s,
4
in contrast to the three created by the Commission. Although Attorney Walters
%tressed that the NAACP did not intend to actually draw boundary lines because
they had no concrete information as to the political and community contours of
Philadelphia, Attorney Walters established a benchmark to show that markedly
helter results could be achieved under the Voting Rights Act.
205
Finally, in response to questioning from Chief Counsel Harmelin, Attorney
Walters indicated that the recent decision of a three-judge federal district court
panel in Ohio, in Armour v. Ohio,
20t required the creation of “minority influ
enced” districts in areas like Dauphin County and Allegheny County, particularly
where percentages totalling 50% minorities could be achieved.
207
On a related front, citizens from Cheltenham and Lower Moreland Townships,
outside of the city of Philadelphia, appeared en masse to oppose being included in
the predominantly Philadelphia-driven senatorial districts. Senator Stewart
Greenleaf presented petitions from over 2,000 citizens objecting to the “annexa
tion” of those Montgomery County areas into the 4th and 5th Senatorial District
in Philadelphia. “I have deep concerns,” stated Senator Greenleaf, “that it will be
next to impossible to represent two regions with as much divergence and interests
and needs as Philadelphia and these suburban 208
communities.”
Bernard Borine, a Commissioner of Cheltenham Township, presented 3,000 ad
ditional signatures on petitions and charged that “[t]he minor surgery needed to
reach the magic number [in populationi could have been performed with a scalpel.
Instead it was done with a chain saw.”
209 He further asserted that such a merger
would lead to serious problems for both Montgomery County communities, be
cause any senator would inevitably favor the city in funding issues, to the serious
detriment of the suburbs.
Chairman Cindrich responded to these assertions by noting that extending sen
atorial districts outside of the city of Philadelphia was necessary in light of the one
person-one-vote principle. In the city itself, there were approximately 160,000
more citizens than would fit into six districts, yet approximately 237,000 citizens
were required to create a seventh 20
district. As the Chairman had explained earlier
in the hearings, “if you were looking down at Pennsylvania and you
had a great
big huge cookie cutter, you would be creating districts and trying
to get 237,000
people in each district. When you start to do that at any given point in the state,
you run out of people pretty soon
It’s people we’re concerned with, not voting
districts,2hI In response to the Chairman’s question as to where
the citizens would
come from to complete a seventh district based upon 160,000 excess citizens
in
Philadelphia, Senator Greenleaf’s reply was that they should come from Lower
Bucks County. The Chairman’s retort was that this would spark the same objec
....

Id. at 164-65.
id, at 168-69.
Id at 165 66
775 F. Supp. 11)44 (ND. Ohio 1791).
Transermi of Legislative Reapportionment Commission Meenng 174.76 (Oct. 9,
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A string of speakers next presented testimony regarding unnecessary ‘‘splits”
of political subdivisions, as well as noncompact districts being drawn for political
Legislative District near Union..
purposes. Citizen Lawrence Roberts, of the 51st
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ct
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Following the presentation of testimony from thirty speakers, the Comm ission
adjourned. All remaining public comments would have to be presented to the
Commission by midnight, October 25th, via mail. At that time the thirty-day pub
lic comment period established by the Commission would expire.
In the brisk month of business that followed, the Executive Director reviewed
thousands of letters, written comments, petitions, telephone messages, and other
responses from citizens. These were summarized in written form, according to
broad categories. Summaries were then circulated to each Commission member
and staff. Prior to taking action on a Final Plan, the Commission members at
tempted to consider all of the thousands of complaints and comments in a system
atic fashion. Never before had such a massive amount of public comment been re
ceived by this body and never before had the Commission faced the prospect of
making such significant changes in a preliminary plan prior to voting on a final
plan of reapportionment.
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VII.
NEW LEGAL FRONTIERS FACE
THE COMMISSION (THE VOTING RIGHT
S ACT)

-

A. History: Fifteenth Amendment to Thorn burg v Ging
les

New legal issues, dominated by the Federal Voti
ng Rights Act, would soon drive
the reapportionment process towards a fiery conclusio
n. The Voting Rights Act
was a piece of civil rights legislation adopted unde
r the Presidency of Lyndon B.
Johnson, shortly after the assassination of Presiden
t John F. 2
Kenn2
edy. This law
was designed to remedy a century of blatant and cove
rt practices by states that had
skillfully denied African-Americans and othe mino
r
rities of a meaningful oppor
tunity to vote, particularly, although not exclu
sively, in the South.
The Fifteenth Amendment to the United
States Constitution, ratified in 1870,
had guaranteed that “[t]he right of citizens of
the United States to vote shall not be
denied or abridged by the United States or by
any State on account of race, color,
or previous condition of 22
servitud2
e.” In the ninety-five years following the adop
tion of the Fifteenth Amendment, however
, state and local governments found a
host of creative ways to circumvent the inten
t of the provision, including literacy
tests, poll taxes, and other not-so-subtle meth
ods of excluding African-Americans
and other minorities from the voting boot
hs. Congress therefore designed the Vot
ing Rights Act of 1965 to confront these
abuses head-on, primarily by placing the
burden on states with a history of ques
tionable practices to justify those practices
or have them dismantled.
One of the most significant corridors in
which the Voting Rights Act had be
come relevant, of course, was the area of
reapportionment. Section 5 of the Voting
Rights Act required certain state and
local governments “covered” by the Act to
obtain “preclearance” with the U.S.
Department of Justice or the U.S. District
Court for the District of Columbia befo
re any changes in voting standards, prac
tices, or procedures could be 22
made. At first, the preclearance requirements
’
were
placed on only the few jurisdictions
that maintained literacy tests and other form
s
of blatant discrimination in votin
g qualifications as of the presidential election
1964.224 How
of
ever, subsequent amendments in 1970,
1975, and 1982 broadened the
reach of the Voting Rights Act; cons
equently 22 states or parts of states were now
covered by the Section 5 preclearance
requirem
2
2ents.
5 This meant, for one thing,
that these jurisdictions were requ
ired to preclear their reapportionment plan with
s
the U.S. Department of Justi
ce or the federal courts, placing an immediat
e check
upon the ability of states to estab
lish continued barriers to equality in votin
rlghts.226 It also
g
meant that any state or covered juris
diction which faile

d to pre
clear its reapportionm
ent plan or other electoral changes
with the U.S. Depart-
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might imrne
meit of Jistice, or ignored the Department’s objections io the plan,
227
panel
udge
three-j
diately face a lawsuit in federal court before a
Pennsylvania, because it lacked a history of overt discrimination in voting prac
tices, was not included in the lineup of preclearance states. Nonetheless, Pennsyh
ited any
vania fell under the broader ambit of Section 2 of the Act, which prohib
cation,
rd
qualifi
standa
voting
ng
any
state or political subdivision from imposi
United
any
of
States
ement
abridg
d
or
in
denial
resulte
ure
that
practice, or proced
citizen’s right to vote on account of race, color, or status as a member of a minority
group
Perhaps the most significant in a series of amendments to the Voting Rights Act
had occurred in 1982, when Congress altered the Act in response to the decision of
Bolden. In Bolden, the Court had
the U.S. Supreme Court in City of Mobile v. 129
d
diverged from a string of earlier cases and held that plaintiffs were require to
th
Fifteen
..
the
Amend
of
on
violati
sh
a
inate
to
establi
prove an intent to discrim
Act
This
Rights
“in
Voting
the
under
n
claim
vote
dilutio
out
a
ment and to make
tent” test placed a heavy burden on plaintiffs, making it virtually impossible to
prove a violation of the Act without a smoking gun, i.e. proof of intent by the state
legislature to discriminate. Congress disapproved of this stringent interpretation
of the Voting Rights Act and, in 1982, amended the Act to embody a more work
° The resulting
29
able “results” test which the Court had advanced in earlier cases.
ments, provided in
Amend
1982
the
language of the Voting Rights Act, following
relevant part:
(a) No voting qualification or prerequisite to voting or standard, prac
tice, or procedure shall be imposed or applied by any state or political
subdivision in a manner which results in a denial or abridgement of the
right of any citizen of the United States to vote on account of race or
color.
(b) A violation of subsection (a) of this section is established if, based
on the totality of circumstances, it is shown that the political processes
leading to nomination or election in the state or political subdivision
are not equally open to participation by members of a class of citizens
protected by subsection (a) of this section in that its members have less
opportunity than other members of the electorate to participate in the
political process and to elect representatives of their choice. The extent
to which members of a protected class have been elected to office in the
state or political subdivision is one circumstance which may be consid
ered: Provided, that nothing in this section establishes a right to have
members of a protected class elected in numbers equal to their propor
population.
’
tion in the 23
statutory
In this manner, the Voting Rights Act as amended in 1982 now provided a
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The first major decision of the Supreme Court interpreting the 1982 amend
232 proved to have a dramatic impact upon the 1991
ments, Thorn burg v. Gingles,
reapportionment process in Pennsylvania, as it did throughout the rest of the na
tion. In Gingles, plaintiffs had challenged the use of multimember state house dis
tricts, as well as several state senate districts, under a North Carolina redistricting
plan. The plan had been “precleared” under Section 5 of the Voting Rights Act by
the U.S. Department of Justice.
The Supreme Court reviewed the legislative history of Section 2 of the Act to
determine whether the North Carolina plan met the “results” test of the amended
Voting Rights Act. The Court observed that the essence of a Section 2 claim was
that some electoral law, practice, or structure “interacts with social and historical
conditions to cause an inequality in the opportunities enjoyed by black and white
voters to elect their preferred 253
representatives.” In light of the 1982 amendments,
the question turned on whether “as a result of the challenged practice or structure
plaintiffs do not have an equal opportunity to participate in the political processes
and to elect candidates of their choice.”
234 Writing for the majority, Justice Bren
nan concluded that all but one of the challenged multimember districts created by
the North Carolina legislature violated the Voting Rights Act.
Significantly, the Gingles opinion established a fairly concrete test for determin
ing whether legislative districts violated the newly-amended Act. Under Gingles,
the Supreme Court required minority plaintiffs to prove three elements to show
that a plan impaired their opportunity to elect candidates of choice. The minority
plaintiffs would be required to show that:
1. The minority group was sufficiently large and geographically
compact to constitute a majority in a single-member district.
2. The minority group was politically cohesive.
3, In the absence of special circumstances, “bloc voting” by the
white majority usually defeated the minority’s candidate of choice.
235
The Gingles Court further noted that certain specific factors, derived from the
Senate report relating to the 1982 Amendments, had to be examined to determine
if a Section 2 claim had been made out by minority plaintiffs. These factors in
cluded:
1. The history of voting-related discrimination in the state or politi
cal subdivision;
2. The extent to which voting in the elections of the state or political
subdivision is racially polarized;
3. The extent to which the state or political subdivision has used vot
ing practices or procedures that tend to enhance the opportunity for
discrimination against the minority group, such as unusually large elec
tion districts, majority vote requirements, and prohibitions against
bullet voting;

478 US. 30 (1986).
478 US. at 47,
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4. The ecJusion of members of the minority group from candidate
slating processes:
5. The extent to which minority gioup members hear the effects of
past discrimination in areas such as education, employment and
health, which hinder their ability to participate effectively in the politi
cal process;

6. The use of overt or subtle racial appeals iii political campaigns,
and;
7. The extent to which members of the minority gioup have been
236
elected to public office in the jurisdiction.
In the context of the multi-member districts at issue in Gingles, the Court noted
that the second and seventh factors were the most important to the plaintiffs’ Sec
tion 2 claim.’ The Court also stated that these factors “are supportive of, but not
236
essential to,” a minority voter’s Section 2 claims.
Although the Gingles majority acknowledged that the Senate report espoused a
“flexible, fact-intensive” test for Section 2 violations, the Court also limited the
circumstances under which plaintiffs could prove a Section 2 violation. First, elec
toral devices such as at-large elections would not be considered perseviolations of
Section 2. Second, at-large elections and the lack of proportional representation
alone would not establish a violation of Section 2. Third, the “results” test would
not assume the existence of racial bloc voting; rather, plaintiffs would be required
236
to prove it.
The Gingles decision arguably required reapportionment bodies to seek out and
create majority-minority districts to allow minority voters to elect candidates of
their choice. For example, the Supreme Court had made clear in 1991 that the Vot
ing Rights Act could be used to invalidate discriminatory reapportionment
2 Other recent lower court decisions seemed to interpret Gingles to stand for
plans.
the proposition that if a majority-minority district could be created, it had to be
’ Thus, the Pennsylvania Legislative Reapportionment Commission, like
24
created.
similar bodies in other states, was hurled into new terrain that seemed to require
active “racial gerrymandering” in order to achieve federally mandated goals.
Armed with the newly articulated Gingles standards that had already generated
considerable public controversy in its own hearings in Harrisburg, the Commis
sion moved forward to assess the ramifications of Gingles in dealing with the ob
jections to the Preliminary Plan.

B. What Constitutes a Majority-Minority District?
The still-evolving Gingles standard left open a number of major issues that re
quired the immediate attention of the Commission if a legally defensible reappor
tionment plan was to be fashioned. This was particularly true in light of the
“
“

Id. at 44-45.
Id. at 48-49 n. 15 (indicating that these factors must have different weights to further the congressio
nal policies of Section 2).
Id.
Id.at46.
Chisom v. Roemer, ill S. Ct. 2354(1991).
See, e.g., Jeffersv. Clinton, 730 F. Supp. 196(E.D. Ark. 1989), aff’d,498 U.S. 1019(1991): Garzav.
County of Los Angeles, 756 F. Supp. 1298 (C.D. Cal. 1990), aff’d in part, vacated in part, 918 F.2d
763 9th Cir. 1990), cert. denied, 498 U.S. 1028 (1991).
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s held after the Preliminary Plan was filed. These hearings exposed serious
,by the African-American and Latino communities, particularly in Phila
which the Commission had to address directly and frankly.
irst of the question marks under the Voting Rights Act related to the defi
a majority-minority district. If Gingles in fact required the creation of
y African-American and Latino districts wherever they could be created
.,il Thernstrom’s testimony to the contrary), what minority percentage
ul’t’icient to constitute a majority-minority district? In the Gingles district
Z :.., the lower court had held that “no aggregation of less than 50% of
1
‘s voting age population can possibly constitute an effective voting major
finding was never challenged in the Supreme Court’s decision and thus
a whiff of authority. A number of other federal decisions had focussed on
e population rather than total minority 24
population,
3 again suggesting
that this was the proper standard.
significance of this issue for the Commission was dramatic, if voting age
ion rather than total population were the standard,
this meant that Gingles
i equired the Commission to in effect create supermajority distric
ts containing well
in raw minority population. This interpretation had a certain intelle
ctual
cat. If the purpose of Gingles and the Voting Rights Act were to allow minori
ty
to elect candidates of their choice, a district containing a flat 50% of raw
ion would probably not accomplish that goal. Not all citizens, minority or
, are old enough to vote. Moreover,
minority communities historically
•w the norm in the number of citizens registered to vote. Thus, the rule
of
reported in much of the Voting Rights Act literature was that districts con
ig approximately 65% total minority population would represe
nt the ideal in
minorities to elect candidates of 244
choice. Such a supermajority would
ushion to preserve a voting age population of well over 50%. it would also
vc some leeway based upon historically lower registr
ation and lower voter
tin minority communities, Thus, although no Supreme Court
case had pro
t need that the Voting
Rights Act mandated a 65% supermajority to create effec
e maloritymjnority seats, the Commission remain
ed acutely aware that a per““age of lotal minority population comfortably
in excess of 50% would most
iS be required and that any
variation from the artificial 65% rule of thumb
siuild flIOst likely prompt careful
scrutiny by the courts.
i lie same time,
the Commission understood that the creation of supermajor
h Inmorgy
districts presented a double-edged sword. Although modern Voting
ktht’ Act cases sugges
ted that districts well over 50% total minority population
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’ At the same time, some commentators predicted that the Supreme
23
Riuhts Act.
embrace the requirement of “influence” districts under Section 2
would
cirt
came 249 A middle ground was also developing A three judge
time
the
when
panel in the federal district court of Ohio had just held that minority plaintiffs did
establish a
not have to comprise a majority in a reconfigured district in order to
had
plaintiffs
that
held
panel
the
Opinion,
2-to-i
in
a
Rather,
’
25
violation.
2
Section
choice,
their
of
candidate
a
ability
to
elect
met their burden of demonstrating an
albeit with fewer than 50¾ of the population. Here, in the court’s view, the minor
ity proportion could do more than influence it could elect
In a reconfigured district, plaintiffs will constitute nearly one-third of
the voting age population and about half of the usual Democratic vote.
Therefore, the Democratic Party and its candidates will be forced to be
sensitive to the minority population by virtue of that population’s size.
Since black voters consistently vote eighty to ninety percent Demo
cratic and white voters vote consistently almost fifty percent Demo
cratic, we find that plaintiffs could elect a candidate of their choice,
although not necessarily of their race in a reconfigured district
Thus the court reasoned it was unnecessary to determine whether a pure minor
ity influenced ‘district would be mandated under the Act
Through this somewhat curious reasoning the Armour panel had created a the
ory midway between endorsing and rejecting a pure minority influenced ra
tionale Even if the minority group was far below a 65¼ threshold (or indeed a
50% numerical majority) one might argue that Section 2 required the creation of
such a new district it one couLd demonstrate that the minority group constituted a
“swing vote” and might dictate the outcome of an election As to the obvious
problem that Gingles had tequired minority plaintiffs to demonstrate that they
constituted a majority in the proposed district, the Armour panel simply suggested
that this aspect of Gingles related only to multimember districts, not to singlemember district elections 2
The net effect of the decisions and commentary regarding minority influ
enced” districts was that the Pennsylvania Commission was left to guesswork and
conjecture, as was the rest of the country. The Commission remained sensitive to
the creation of such districts, whether mandated by federal law or not. The Chair
man generally followed a path of logic that he should entertain the notion of creat
ing ‘influence districts on a sliding scale giving mci eased weight to this notion
as the minority percentages grew higher in a particular district
‘

‘

1). Can Minorities Be Aggregated?
The final unresolved twist on the Voting Rights Act which presented itself viv
idly in Pennsylvania, particularly in Philadelphia, was whether different minority
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VIII.
A STORM OF OTHER LEGAL ISSUES
The Federal Voting Rights Act concerns, although quickly predominating in the
pennsylvania Reapportionment of 1991, were not the only legal issues confronting
the Commission as it moved into the final stages of its work. As already men
tioned, the difficulties of achieving one-person-one-vote, although greatly reduced
with the advent of computer programs, nonetheless mandated constant attention
as the Commission considered proposals for a Final Plan. Likewise, the require
ments of Article II, Section 16 of the Pennsylvania Constitution
compactness,
contiguity, and maintenance of political boundaries
remained an ever-present
concern for the Commission members and their staffs. Finally, the question of
merging two senate seats, and the Chairman’s concern for maintaining “political
fairness” in the process, presented additional puzzles never before tackled in one
lump by a Commission.
—

—

A. Merging “Odd” and “Even” Numbered Senate Seats
Chairman Cindrich’s decision to merge one odd and one even numbered senate
seat (the 43rd and the 44th) in western Pennsylvania to deal with population losses
produced dramatic political, as well as legal, 25
consequence
s. The decision yielded
6
political consequences because it would result in one incumbent senator, Senator
Frank Pecora, a Republican, living outside his old district and the newly reconsti
tuted 43rd District being represented by Senator Michael Dawida, a Democrat.
Likewise, the decision produced legal consequences because no precise precedent
existed to determine what should happen to the even-numbered district
and its
incumbent senator
once collapsed and moved across the state in midterm.
Pennsylvania statutory law provides for staggered four-year state senatorial
257 All odd-numbered districts hold elections in the same year (1988, 1992,
terms.
etc.), while the even-numbered districts hold elections at staggered two-year
inter
vals (1990, 1994, etc.). Thus, the merger of the 43rd Senatorial District, which was
scheduled for an election in 1992, and the 44th Senatorial District, which was not
scheduled for an election until 1994, raised a novel legal problem: What happened
to Senator Pecora once the 44th District moved east?
These were perplexing questions. The Pennsylvania Supreme Court in Butcher
v. Bloom had held that an elected officeholder had no vested tenure
in that posi
tion.258
At the same time, the Butcher Court, in adopting its own reapportionment
plan, had required that elections take place in all fifty districts. Was it permissible
for the Commission to cut short one senator’s term without triggering
the cost and
labor of an election in all fifty districts? A smattering of cases throughout
the
United States suggested that a reapportionment body might possess the authority
—

—

As discussed previously. Chairman
Csndrichs directive was actually that one i)emocratiC and one
Republican senatorial district in western Pennsylvania should he merged. See Transcript
c.f Legjsla
use Re tppornou ne5t Co is russi n P tohc dearng 20 28 (acpt
.s 1991) ltate Arcntvcs) Fhe
Democrats proposed mergin the eats of Senator Pecor sand Cenator Dawida
the Republicans did
not oftr a counteoproposal and instead maintained that two DemocreOc
seats raprewating the
greatest ponulation losses should he merged
Sec 22 00. CONS, STOP. ANN.
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to cut short a legislator’s term as part of the necessary reshuffling of districts.
Chief Counsel Harmelin advised the Commission that it was most likely within the
inherent powers of the Commission under Article ii, Section 17 of the Pennsyl
vania Constitution to renumber seats as part of its reapportionment duties; thus
the move of the 44th seat across the state would most likely he defensible in court.
However, these issues were far from clear-cut.
Finally, the Commission knew that the Lieutenant Governor possessed statu
tory power to call a special election to fill vacant senatorial seats• This provided
solace in the sense that a mechanism existed to fill the 44th senatorial seat if the
seat were moved and declared vacant (assuming the Senate refused to seat Senator
Pecora). Thus, the odd-even cycle would remain undisturbed. All of these factors
satisfied the Chairman (over objection by the Senate Republicans) that it was re
sponsible to allow the merger of the 43rd and the 44th Districts. However, the deci
sion remained a thorny one.
B. Considerations of “Political Fairness”
Chairman Cindrich placed significant emphasis, both in public debate and in
private meetings with reapportionment staff, on the need to maintain a modicum
of political fairness in allowing the redistricting map to take shape. Much of this
concern was framed by a 1991 Report prepared by Dr. Donald E. Stokes, Dean of
the Princeton University Woodrow Wilson School of Public International Affairs.
Dean Stokes had been appointed by the New Jersey Supreme Court to serve as the
“neutral” member of an otherwise political New Jersey Apportionment Commis
sion in 1981 and had recorded his observations and findings in a monograph enti
tled Legislative Reapportionment in New Jersey’ Dean Stokes, the de facto chair
man of the New Jersey Board, had placed great emphasis upon maintaining fair
ness between the political parties. To aid in this goal, Dean Stokes had developed
simple graphing techniques to determine whether a reapportionment plan main
tained the parties’ expected balance of power given voter registration, past voting
262
patterns, and other basic factors.
Early in the Pennsylvania process, Chairman Cindrich requested that LDPC
tabulate data regarding past legislative elections, as well as voter registration data.
This information would allow a simulation of mock elections in the proposed leg
islative districts for purposes of determining if the Commission had maintained
relative fairness between the political parties. This simple check allowed the Chair
man to satisfy himself, at least with respect to major decisions, that the ultimate
reapportionment plan would not represent a dramatic shift in the existing balance
of power for either political party.
The merger of one Democratic and one Republican Senate seat in Allegheny
County provides the most dramatic example of the Chairman’s cognizance of
“political fairness.” As Chairman Cindrich stated in public hearings on this mat
ter, it did not seem to achieve political fairness if an area comprised of approxi
See, e.g., Ferrell v. Oklahoma, 339 F. Supp. 73 (W.D. Okia.), aff’d, 406 U.S. 939 (1972); In reAp

2

portionment Law, 414 So. 2d 1040 (FIa. 1982): Legislature of Cal. v. Reinecke, 516 P.2d 6 (Cal.
1973).
See 25 PA. CONS. STAT. ANN. §2278: see also PA. CONST. art. 11, §2. The presiding officer of the
Senate is the l.ieutenant Governor, seeMarston v. Kline, 8 Pa. Cmwlth. 143, 145, 301 A.2d 393, 394
(1973), and thus is vested with this power.
DONALD E. STOKES, LEGISLATIVE REAPPORTIONMENT IN NEW JERSEY (1991).
Id. at 10-18.
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maEcl’ 70% Democratic voters were re-configured to create three “safe” Senate
aLs foi the Republicans and three “safe” seats for the Democrats
263 Rather, po
litical fairness seemed to dictate that if the 44th Senatorial Seat were moved east
into a predominantly Republican area, creating a “new” Republican seat in that
area of population growth, the merger in the west should reflect the heavily Demo
cratic composition in that area. The merger of one Democratic and one Republi
can seat in Allegheny County would result in four predominantly Democratic seats
and two predominantly Republican seats, a result which more fairly reflected the
eNisting balance of power in that part of the map. Graphs produced by LDPC us
ing the Stokes’ model confirmed the relative fairness of the preliminary plan state
wide, at least in the Chairman’s mind.
Senator Loeper, the Senate Republican Commission member, registered his vig
orous dissent to this approach. In Senator Loeper’s opinion, population shifts
since the last reapportionment warranted that two Democrats should be merged in
Allegheny County. Senator Loeper argued that the districts which had lost the
greatest amount of population should be the first districts to be collapsed. This
proposal would have resulted in three incumbent Democrats and three incumbent
Republicans retaining their seats in Allegheny County.
264 In the end, however, the
Chairman rejected this logic. He believed that it would result in a skewed balance
of power in a region with 70% democratic voters. Although the issue of whether it
was legitimate for the Chairman to consider “political fairness” was hotly de
bated, with the Senate Republicans charging that this constituted “political gerry
mandering” in violation of the United States Supreme Court’s decision in Davis v.
265 the Chairman remained insistent and the Stokes Report left its impri
Bandemer
matur on the Final Plan.
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A FINAL PLAN IS FORGED
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PLAN IS FORGED

wIlb critical, particularly in Philadelphia, in deciding whether districts slightly
tbe65% “rule of thumb” would be viable and thus allow the Commission to
rnore minority districts than those carved out in the preliminary plan.
bough Dr. Engstrom did not seek to provide definitive answers to the Corn
the data at this juncture was incomplete at best
’
26
a t this early stage
nptroIn did supply the Chairman and Chief Counsel with invaluable pictures
s1ral terrain that would evolve if a voting rights suit were brought. First, Dr.
mm onc1uded that a voting rights plaintiff would probably not face great
y in establishing the three basic Gingles criteria in Philadelphia, Pitts
y l4arrisburg; indeed, Engstrom concluded that this hurdle would be an
one in most urban centers throughout the United States, even without per
‘n a detailed analysis of the data. Second, and perhaps more important in
dng the work of the Commission, Dr. Engstrom found a surprisingly high
‘eness and voter turnout among African-American voters in Philadelphia.
the voter turnout among African-Americans in many cases was higher
the voter turnout among whites, particularly when African-American candi
were running for office. This meant, in Engstrom’s opinion, that a percent
dnificantly lower than the 65% “rule of thumb” would allow African
ean to elect candidates of choice. Therefore, in Engstrom’s view, the Vot
Rights Act supported, if not mandated, dropping the “rule of thumb”
on to approximately 60% and creating additional minority House and
neats in Philadelphia within that range.
6 Dr. Engstrom expressed serious reservations about “aggregating”
$n*Bg
nAtnerican and Latino voters in Philadelphia. It was unclear to him that
L%v minority groups voted cohesively at all. All of this advice, communi
initially to the Chairman and Chief Counsel, was passed along to the other
ission members, sparking the greatest internal debate among staff and rival
leid parties Since the 1991 Commission had been constituted.
Rite PCCutive Director of the Commission maintained direct contact with the
Oal office of the NAACP in Baltimore, the Philadelphia Latino Voting Rights
asnrn)ttee, the Puerto Rican Legal Defense and Education Fund in New York,
r0thcr minority groups who had supplied written comments to the Preliminary
Or Offered alternative maps to better ensure minority representation. The Ex
lVC Director also recorded and tabulated thousands of letters, faxes, phone
ffi4 51
gnatures on petitions, and other input from citizens and organizations
J!ihhIout Pennsylvania. The Commission organized this input by county and re
well as by topic. The original comments were circulated to each Commis
jinember and staff, along with a summary prepared by the Executive Director.
,iia1rman and the Executive Director then met for two days in Harrisburg
Lrff members to consider which comments were meritorious and feasible,
ieh might warrant incorporation into the Final Plan.
1
’
26
ci 1, 1991, the Commission met with the intention of voting on a
reapportonm The Chairman announced, however, that “therc
Stantial disagreements about what changes, if any, should be made and
the Chairman also made public that he had directed each caucus to
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e Preliminary Plan.
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Senate Republicans ponder a thorny legal issue.

informally with House staff members
The Chairman and Executive Director caucus
to hash over preliminary maps.
and Scott Casper
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Stephen Dull

Senator Loeper with outside legal counsel David Norcross, who would later argue Republican
challenges in the Pennsylvania Supreme Court.

The full Commission convenes for a public hearing.
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Senate Majority Leader F Joseph Loeper (R, Delaware Count vi with key advisors (left to right)
David No.rcrosg Stephen MacNett anti .Davio’ Woods,

r Ken Gormley absorb testimony at public
Chairman Robert J, Cindrich and Executive Directo
hearing.

A tense moment during debate.
Chief Counsel Stephen J. Harmelin drafts a pro
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lop (left) and legal counsel C. J. Hafner
Senator Mellon and his key advisors: Mark MeKil
(right).

cratic staff member Scott Casper displays a proposed majority African-American
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hiladelphia, as the Chairman and Executive Director watch boundaries take shape
uter terminal.

Chairman Robert J. Cindrich shares a laugh with Senate Democratic
staffer Mark McKillop.

Senator Mellow unveils a proposed Democratic map for Philadelphia.

Representative Kukovich and his principal advisor, Scott Casper.

Senators Mellow and Loeper make a final effort to forge a deal, but fail to reach c
ground. Both Senators ultimately voted against the Final Plan, for distinct reasons.
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House Republican staff member Stephen Dull makes a point while House Democratic staffer.
Scott casper, listens carefully.
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Representative Thomas P Gannon ER., Delaware
County), sitting in for Representative John M.
Perzel (R., Philadelphia) to cast a critical vote on
the Final Plan. With him is Republican staffer
Stephen Dull.

chief Counsel Stephen J, 1-larmelin center reviews trial stratggy with co-counsel Laurence
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front of the State Capitol, after nearly a year’s
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Commission Counsel Barbara Brown Krancer
and Laurence Shtasel meet in front of federal
court in Philadelphia prior to Voting Rights Act
trial.
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candidates. The Chairman, who constituted the swing vote, rejected all of these
proposals uu of concern mat ,I) Dr Engstrom was uncertain that African
Americans and Latinos could be aggregated because they did not vote cohesively
and (2) the Republican plans would split the Latino community between two dis
tricts with one of those districts dominated by African Americans rather than
moving most Latino voters into a single district the 2nd which represented their
area of growth 277
Senator Loeper also introduced plans which would change the configuration
of, or flip the numbers of, the 43rd and 44th Districts. The net result of these pro
posals would be to preserve Senator Pecora s seat in Allegheny County The
Chairman also rejected these proposals out of concern that political fairness dic
tated the merging of a Democrat and Republican in Allegheny County moving the
even numbered seat east and conducting an election in 1992 rather than 1994 so
that voters of the merged 43rd District could select the candidate whom they con
sidered most qualified ‘ Moreo er the mechanism of a special election would be
available in the new 44th District.’
50
Senator Loeper next proposed a map which would keep the city of Philadelphia
whole eliminating the disgruntlement of the citizens of Lower Moreland and
Cheltenham Townships but driving up the percentage population deviation to ap
proximately 7% and aggregating African Americans and Latinos into a single dis
trict ‘ The Chairman acknowledged that there was some appeal to the approach
of keeping Philadelphia whole in order to avoid breaking into suburbs outside the
city. However, the Chairman was skeptical whether the one-person-one-vote prin
ciple would (or should) tolerate deviations as high as 7% to 10% when the Senate
deviations could otherwise be kept to a tiny fi action 82 On that basis the Chair
man also rejected this proposal
Finally Senator Loeper proposed a plan for Philadelphia which would incorpo
rate the Democrats’ own plan for that city and result in oniy three minority seats.’
83
Much to the surprise of the Chairman and many other observers, Senator Mellow
now joined the Chairman in voting against his own “Democratic plan,” noting
that it would vary the ultimate scheme outside of 84
Philadelphia.’
After these alternatives were rejected, the Chairman called for a vote on the
plan originally on the table, which represented the House plan (acceptable to both
caucuses in the House) and a Senate plan created at the direction of the Chairman.
This plan created four minority senate seats in Philadelphia, in percentages con
sistent with the advice of the Commission’s voting rights expert, as follows: 3rd
District (60.63%); 4th District (61.52%); 7th District (61.81%); and 8th District
(60.14%). The Chairman’s plan put the bulk of the Latino population (23%) in a
single district, the 2nd District, which corresponded to that community’s area of
growth. The plan sought to accomplish these goals, according to Chairman Cm
drich, without dramatically disturbing the dominant Democratic configuration of

‘
‘

!,a t 23-27, 74-80.
Id, at 20-30, 89-90, 94-95.
Id, at 29.
Id. at 113-14.
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Chairman Cindrich defended the plan based upon its consistency with the ad
vice of Dr. Engstrom, the Commission’s voting rights expert, as well as his own
sense of “conscience.” The Chairman stated:
I have done what I perceived to be my job, and I think it is my job to
be the person who looks out for interests that would not otherwise be
protected. It is the legitimate function of the political parties, both Re
publican and Democrat, to press their interests and to press them hard,
to gain political advantage where they can, and it’s my job to see that
the voter is protected. It’s my job to see that the minorities are pro
tected and that the Constitution is adhered to. And in doing so, that
288
sometimes doesn’t make the parties happy at all.
The Chairman also declared that the test of political fairness would be met by the
plan. As to a potential lawsuit by Senator Pecora, the Chairman stated: “I’m sure
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e in 1992.292 Thus began the onslaught of challenges and complaints
e of them surprises, others not
which would culminate in along string of
before the Pennsylvania Supreme Court on January 25, 1992. In the
meantime, the Final Plan was duly published throughout the Commonwealth,
its way onto thousands of maps distributed across Pennsylvania.
—
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PROCEEDINGS BEFORE THE
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allenges and filed a lengthy consolidated answer responding to all twenty-five
296 A sprinkling of petitions sought to take dep
ions, paragraph by paragraph.
ositions or otherwise engage in pre hearing discovery these ultimately languished
“el became moot as a result of the Court’s failure to acknowledge or address

them.
B A Marathon Hearing is Scheduled
On January 21 1992 as petitions replies and extraneous motions before the
Supreme Court continued to mount the Commission received a telephone call
from the Prothonotary of the Pennsylvania Supreme Court advising that oral ar
gument would be held on all twenty-five Petitions that Saturday morning, January
25, 1992, in Philadelphia. The Court had divided the petitions into three broad
clusters, based upon the nature of the challenges. It had assigned a one-hour time
slot to each cluster, This gave the Commission’s Chief Counsel, Stephen J. Harme
un, and his two associate counsel, Laurence S. Shtasel and Barbara Brown Kran
cer, exactly four days to complete a comprehensive brief that covered all twentyfive lawsuits and prepare for oral argument
In addressing the mountain of petitions and hastily drafted briefs the Commis
sion’s counsel adopted the approach of seeking to assist the Court in a somewhat
detached and neutral fashion, just as the Solicitor General of the United States is
often called upon to wear a dual hat as litigant and advisor to the U.S. Supreme
Court. Rather than embrace an aggressive, bent-on-prevailing-on-every-issue ap
proach which would have been the norm for modern litigation, the Chairman and
Chief Counsel chose to provide the Court with as much information as possible so
that the Court could make rational decisions. Transcripts of the public reappor
tionment hearings and meetings were quickly provided to the Court for back
ground. Where Counsel and the Chairman lacked sufficient information to admit
or deny allegations raised in the pleadings of petitioners, the Commission at
tempted to acknowledge this fact openly and to address the petitions based upon
whatever legitimate legal grounds existed. Not only was this approach meant to
foster the trust of the Court, but it also reflected the belief of the Chairman himself
that the Commission was acting not as a litigant in the typical sense, but as a repre
sentative of all citizens of the Commonwealth. Thus, if the Reapportionment Plan
was legally defective in any way, the Chairman believed, the Court should have a
chance to determine this for itself so that any defect could be corrected.
On paper, Counsel for the Commission broke down the challenges into seven
major categories.
297 First, a number of petitioners alleged that the Final Plan failed
to create districts “as nearly equal in population as possible,” in violation of the
one-person-one-vote standard. Typical of such complaints was the petition of
Spring Hill Civic League in Allegheny County. This petition alleged that the popu
lation deviation between the 19th and 20th House Districts in Pittsburgh was un
constitutionally large and that the Spring Hill neighborhood should be consoli
dated into a single legislative district to make these two abutting districts more
compact and closer tothe ideal population norm.
299
“

See Consolidated Answ.er of Respondent Pennsylvania Legislative Reapportionment Commission to
Petitions (Jan. 13, 1991) (State Archives),
See Brief of Respondent Pennsylvania Legislative Reapportionment Commission, No. 190 [3,D.
Misc, Dkt. 1991 Consolidated (Jan. 25, 1.992) (State Archives),
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Finally, a scattered number of petitioners urged that they should be entitled to
depose and/or take discovery with respect to Commission members and their
staffs concerning their motivations, purposes, and thought processes in adopting
the Final Plan, in order to flush out further evidence of alleged constitutional vio
lations ,305

C. Two Dozen Oral Arguments
The night before oral argument, Counsel for the Commission sat up past mid
night in a room covered with maps to digest facts and prepare for questions on
twenty-three separate cases)°
6 Shortly after 9:00 a.m. the following morning, a
line of petitioners proceeded to the podium one by one and briefly presented
r cases. Chief Counsel Harmelin rose in a packed courtroom and addressed six
f the seven Justices of the Pennsylvania Supreme Court, methodically moving
through the dozen petitions that had raised compactness problems and improper
“splits” of political boundaries. Associate Counsel Laurence Shtasel, a graduate
of Harvard Law School and former Associate Counsel to the Special Prosecutor in
the Iran Contra affair handled those petitions dealing with the Voting Rights Act
challenges. Associate Counsel Barbara Brown Krancer, a Phi Beta Kappa graduate
of Oberlin College and Moot Court Board member at George Washington Univer
sity National Law Center, addressed those petitions involving alleged political ger
rymandering and the knotty issues regarding Senator Pecora.
In its questioning the Court indicated particular concern with certain ‘last
minute” changes to the Final Plan such as those involving Clifford Jones and La
wrence Roberts which seemed to reflect political mischief Although the Court
did not agree with petitioners’ suggestions that they possessed a right’ to run in a
particular district the Court nonetheless appeared troubled that final hour
changes were made in the preliminary map without any realistic opportunity for
public comment The Court also seemed concerned with a number of “splits” of
municipal boundaries including the seven way split in Westmoreland County
Several Justices pressed both the Commission attorneys and petitioners in an ap
paTent effort to determine whether minor revisions to the map might be made by
the Court to correct obvious injustices, without triggering a “domino effect” and
upsetting the Plan across the rest of Pennsylvania.
As to Senator Pecora’s contention that he had been unconstitutionally deprived
of his seat, the Court appeared unpersuaded. Several Justices suggested that Sena
tor Pecora could simply serve out his term in the new 44th District in Chester
County, thus vitiating his argument that he had “lost” his seat.
On the voting rights questions, however, the Court appeared most interested
and alert, questioning attorney David Norcross vigorously with respect to the Re
publican Party’s contention that the four newly-created minority senate seats in
Philadelphia fell below the mandate of the federal act.
-

J

I), The Supreme Court Upholds the Plan
At the request of the Court, the Commission filed several supplemental briefs
following oral argument to assist the Justices in digesting The complex issues regirding the Voting Rights Act the timing of ciiculafing nominaing petu Ions lu
1d at 42.
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33 Moreover, the
tricts.”
cxpelled from his Senate seat, even after the 44th District had moved east. “Only
the Senate,” explained the Court, “has the authority to judge the qualifications of
34 Nor was Senator Pecora deprived of a constitutionally protected
its members.”
interest. An elected official’s interest in his or her office was “highly circum
35 Finally, the citizens of
scribed” and did not merit constitutional job protection.
the new 44th District lacked a colorable claim. If the Senate did not seat Senator
Pecora as the rightful heir to the new seat, “the citizens of the district will be repre
336
sented in the Senate by operation of the special election statute.”
Turning to those petitions which charged the Commission with unlawful politi
cal gerrymandering, the Court reviewed the teachings of the U.S. Supreme Court
in Davis v. Bandemer° and concluded that no such constitutional violation had
been established. Even when considering the most extreme cases of Clifford Jones
and Lawrence Roberts, there was “no precedent in this state nor in the federal
courts for a claim arising from the deprivation of an individual’s right to run for a
313 Absent
particular office nor of a citizens’ right to vote for a specific individual.”
any evidence of petitioners belonging to “an identifiable group suffering a history
of disenfranchisement or lack of political power,” a Bandemer claim necessarily
failed
The Court also found no merit in the petitions alleging Federal Voting Rights
Act violations. The Chief Justice noted that Senator Loeper and the other petition
ers were not bringing an action for relief per se under the Voting Rights Act, Sena
tor Loeper was not a member of a minority group and thus lacked standing; more
over, the Voting Rights Act specifically provided that the “proper forum” to pros
° Petitioners were at best asserting
32
ecute such claims was the federal district court.
that the proposed reapportionment plan was “contrary to law” because it did not
323 rather than launching a direct claim under the Vot
conform with the federal act,
ing Rights Act.
Moreover, the Court found no support for petitioners’ contention. The Court
held that it was irrelevant whether petitioners could supply different maps which
provided alternative or even better ways to create minority districts. The sole ques
tion was whether the Final Plan as adopted was “contrary to law.” Here, although
the four majority-minority Senate seats created by the Commission in Philadel
phia did not meet the 65% rule of thumb, “[t]here is no requirement under federal
322 Indeed, Chief Justice Nix pointed
law for a 6O’o to 65% minority population.”
out that the U.S. Supreme Court and other courts had approved various plans

Id. at 352, 609 A.2d at 140.
id.
id at 353, 609 A.2d at 140-41.
Id. at 354, 609 A.2d at 141 The special election statute is codliled at 25 PA, CONS. STAT. ANN.
§2778.
478 U.S. 109 (1986).
112.
11110 1991 Pennsylvania legislative Reapportionment Comrntssion, 530 Pa. at 356. 609 A.2d at
Id.
‘Id,a1358&n.iO,609j,2dt143&n,10.
.11.
ii. at 363, 609 A.2.d at 145-46.
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A A Suit is Filed in Federal Court
Five days atter oral argument before the Pennsylvania Supreme Court six mi
nonty voters from the City of Philadelphia filed a federal lawsuit against the Corn
mission in the United States District Court for the Eastern District of Pennsyl
vania In a case captioned William M Harrison et al v Pennsylvania Legislative
Reapportionment Commission filed on January 30 1992 330 the plaintiffs alleged
a violation of the Voting Rights Act of 1965 and sought a preliminary and perma
nent injunction to block implementation of the new reapportionment plan as it ap
plied to the state Senate. The plaintiffs cLaimed that the Final Plan had failed to
create 65¾ minority districts and therefore violated the Voting Rights Act. Repre
sented by Louis W. Fryrnan and David B. Snyder of the Fox Rothschild firm in
Philadelphia, the Harrison plaintiffs filed a brief outlining the standards set forth
by the U.S. Supreme Court in Thorn burg v. Gingles and contended that the plain
tiffs would demonstrate at the time of hearing “that none of the proposed districts
’ Plaintiffs went on to ar
33
(in the Philadelphia Senate map) meet this standard.”
gue that a strong public interest existed in favor of enjoining implementation of
the new Final Plan because it rendered countless minority citizens’ right to vote
impotent The plaintiffs concluded that the court should grant an injunction be
cause the minority plaintiffs would suffer “immediate irreparable harm ‘if im
mediate relief was not granted 332
The Commission filed a brief motion requesting that the district court abstain
until the Pennsylvania Supreme Court acted on the Voting Rights Act claim al
ready pending in state court.
333 By agreement of counsel, U.S. District Judge John
P. Fullam, to whom the case had been assigned, transferred the case to the “sus
334 Follow
pense docket” pending a decision by the Pennsylvania Supreme Court.
ing the per curiam decision of the Pennsylvania Supreme Court upholding the plan
in mid-February, however, Judge Fullam removed the case from the suspense
docket, consolidated the hearing on the motion for preliminary injunction with a
trial on the merits, and scheduled a trial for April 2, 1992.
Formal discovery was sharply limited to depositions of the six named plaintiffs,
as well as interrogatories and depositions flushing out the theories of the two com
peting experts. The Commission again retained the services of Dr. Richard L. Eng
strom, the Voting Rights Act expert who had advised the Commission’s legal coun
sel throughout the reapportionment process. Plaintiffs hired Dr. Eugene P. Erick
sen, a nationally-prominent statistician and sociologist who had extensive
background in statistical studies, including some dealing with minority and census
335
issues in Philadelphia, but who had no experience in Voting Rights Act analysis.
Civil Action No. 92--CV0603 (ED. Pa Jan. 30, 1992) (State Archives). Brenda K. Mitchell, Acting
Secretary of the- Commonwealth, was also a nominal defendant.
Memorandum of. law in Support of Mount, for a Preliminary lnjunctton 12 (Jan. 30, 1992) (State
Archives).
Id. at 17)8.
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gressional, gubernatorial, mayoral, senatorial, legislative, and local races. Dr.
er’s Of
Engstrom obtained data from the LDPC, the Philadelphia Commission
380
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elections,
new
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analyses,
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’ Professor Engstrom
34
don studies to “rerun” past elections in the new districts,
reached several important conclusions. First, he determined that the AfricanAmerican community in Philadelphia was politically cohesive Second African
American voters in Philadelphia had surprisingly a very high voter turnout in pri
indeed higher than whites Third there was a substantial
mary elections
“crossover voting” by white voters for African American candidates in general
elections in Philadelphia in other words white citizens often voted for the
African-American candidate rather than competing white candidates. Fourth, in
state legislative elections in Philadelphia, white voters did not consistently defeat
minority candidates by bloc voting Fifth evidence gathered in Philadelphia did
342
not show that Latinos and African Americans voted cohesively
Based upon the high levels of African American voter turnout and white cross
over voting Dr Engstrom concluded that the percentage of minority population
in the four majority-minority districts did not need to reach 65% in order to pro
vide African-American voters with a reasonable opportunity to elect candidates of
choice. Indeed, the voting age populations of African-Americans was high enough
to comfortably elect African Americans in all four districts the Commission had
built Of equal significance Dr Engstrom concluded that there were marked
problems with “aggregating or combining African Americans and Latinos into a
single district to reach higher “minority” totals. African-Americans and Latinos,
Philadelphia.
according to his analysis, did not consistently vote together in 343
In contrast, plaintiffs’ expert, Dr. Ericksen, took the position that the four mi
nority senate seats created by the Commission were insufficient to elect minority
candidates Due to a history of white bloc voting as well as differences beteen
the minority community and white community in factors such as age voter regis
tration, and voter turnouts, Dr. Ericksen concluded that absent a 65% minority
population, the white majority would usually be able to defeat a minority candi
3 On the other hand, he believed that the African-American and Hispanic
date.
communities were ‘‘sufficiently able and geographically compact to constitute a
majority in a single member district” and that the two groups voted cohe
sively ‘an
The plaintiffs therefore contended that the only way to build four “legitimate”
majority-minority seats was to aggregate the African-American and Latino voters
into a single district (the 3rd Senatorial District) to create a fourth minority dis
trict. Although plaintiffs proposed no specific plan in this regard, a similar proposal by Senator Loeper during the reapportionment process would have yielded
—

ri
Id. al Exhibit B.
For a diseusoon of these three methedoloies. which arc common to Vol,ng Rights Act analyses. see
the Pennsylvania legislative PeappOriiOilFTI€203 Comniissst,a Post-Hearing Brief (Apr. 13. (093)
(State Archives) and attached exhibits.
See Defendant’s Pre-Hearing Statement, supra, at 13-15; see also Post-Hearing Brief, supra, Dc
fc ndant’s Exhibits 6-19.
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mation which might have an adverse impact upon the Commission’s trial prepara
non.
Commission’s counsel dealt with this situation in the same fashion that an at
torney representing a corporation might deal with adversarial relationships among
board members or officers. The “client” was the Commission itself. Where poten
tial conflicts were perceived to exist in dealing with either political party, or either
caucus, the Commission’s counsel took guidance from the Chairman and Execu
tive Director, as the neutral representatives of the body, to formulate trial strategy
untainted by adversarial relationships.

B. The Trial (Judge Fullam)
On April 2, 1992, the Honorable John P. Fullam, Senior Judge of the United
States District Court for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania, conducted a tightlycontrolled trial on the Federal Voting Rights Act claim. Much of the evidence was
presented by stipulation of the lawyers. The named plaintiffs never took the stand.
Plaintiffs’ entire case, in essence, rested on the testimony of Professor Eugene
Ericksen, who opined that the four minority districts created by the Commission
would not allow minorities to elect candidates of choice. Once again, Professor
Ericksen took the position (favored by the Republican party) that the minority
population percentages should be increased by combining Latino and AfricanAmerican voters into the 3rd District, thus allowing minority percentages to rise in
the other three districts.
The Commission’s case, handled by litigation counsel Lawrence Shtasel and
Barbara Brown Krancer from the Dilworth firm (along with Martin Bryce, an Or
der of the Coif graduate of Villanova Law School, on the briefs) focussed on the
live testimony of Professor Richard L. Engstrom. In great detail, Professor Eng
strom moved through his voting rights analysis and explained that the four minor
ity seats created by the Commission were more than adequate to allow minorities
to elect candidates of choice. Dr. Engstrom had analyzed nearly all primary and
general elections in the Philadelphia area over the past six years in which biracial
slates of candidates had been presented to voters. Based upon this data, Professor
Engstrom concluded that (1) African-Americans in Philadelphia exhibited polar
ized voting, that is, they tended to vote for African-American voters when pre
sented with a biracial slate; (2) African-Americans tended to vote in primary elec
tions at rates higher than whites, allowing them to influence primary elections in a
significant fashion; and (3) general elections were marked by a strong white cross
over vote for African-American Democratic candidates even when a biracial slate
was presented, meaning that white voters tended to add support to the black candi
39 Based upon these three findings, Professor Eng
dates in the general election.
Strom strongly concluded that districts containing approximately 61 ‘o AfricanAmerican voters would have a reasonable opportunity, indeed a comfortable like
lihood, of nominating and electing candidates of the minority group’s own choice.
As Professor Engstrom explained, the original 65% rule of thumb (which was
developed largely in southern states with a strong history of discrimination), added
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C. The Commission Prevails
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‘utshell, Judge Fullam found the Commission’s expert testimony to be persuasive
ad agreed that the four new minority senate seats created in Philadelphia were a
step forward for African-American and Latino citizens in those districts.
Judge Fullam began by observing that the U.S. Supreme Court in Thorn burg v.
Qingles had set out a number of factors to determine whether a districting plan
violated Section 2 of the Voting Rights Act. These factors included (1) the extent to
which there existed any history of official discrimination in the state or political
subdivision, (2) the extent to which voting was racially polarized, (3) the extent to
which the state or political subdivision had used unusually large election districts,
majority vote requirements, anti-single-shot provisions, or other voting practices
or procedures that increased the opportunity for discrimination against minori
ties, (4) whether minorities had access to the candidate slating process, and (5) the
extent to which members of the minority group had been adversely affected by
past discrimination in ways which would hinder their ability to participate effec
tively in the political process.”
In the case before him, Judge Fullam noted that the parties had focussed almost
exclusively upon the second factor, namely the impact of bloc voting along racial
lines. As the Supreme Court had instructed in Gingles:
The purpose of inquiring into the existence of racially polarized vot
ing is twofold: to ascertain whether minority group members constitute
a politically cohesive unit and to determine whether whites vote suffi
ciently as a bloc usually to defeat the minority’s preferred candidates

I

I

358

Judge Fullam concluded that the Commission’s evidence, including the persuasive
testimony of Professor Engstrom, “clearly establishes that, in each of the state
senatorial districts under challenge, the percentage of African-Americans is suffic
ient to assure that they can both nominate and elect candidates of their choice.’
Indeed, the court concluded that plaintiffs’ own expert testimony led to the
same conclusion. Dr. Ericksen’s numbers revealed that African-American voters
tended to vote cohesively and that there was a substantial percentage of white
crossover voting for African-American candidates in Philadelphia. Given this un
controverted data, the 65% rule of thumb could not be viewed as “a hard and fast
rule.” The Commission’s Final Plan safely created four senatorial districts which
satisfied the Gingles criteria. Indeed, Judge Fullam found it significant that the
Final Plan “has the unanimous support of all minority organizations” who ac
tively participated in the reapportionment process. Furthermore, Judge Fullam
appeared concerned that the plaintiffs’ proposal, identical to the plan proposed by
Senate Republicans, would create districts with extremely high minority popula
tions. In Judge Fullam’s words, this was “likely to constitute improper ‘packing’
i e relegating minority voters to electing a single repi esentative and giving
white voters a likely monopoly in other districts 55360
On the basis of the evidence viewed as a whole, Judge Fullam was satisfied that
the Harrison plaintiffs had failed to demonstrate that the Commisojon’s Final
Plan violated Section 2 of the Voting Rights Act, The suit was dismissed, and
plaintiffs elected not to pursue any further appeal.
‘

—

,

id. at ‘3.
Id. at 4-5, quuna Thornhura
10. at 5.

(Singles, 178 US. at 56.
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XIL
SENATOR PECORA AND
THE CHESTER COUNTY SUIT
In the waning days of 1992, just as the Commission was preparing to balance its
budget and close up its operations, another major suit was filed in federal court,
this one in some ways more ominous than the last. The suit was brought by a group
of voters in Chester, Montgomery, Berks, and Lehigh Counties, challenging the
right of Senator Frank Pecora to continue to represent the new 44th District after
its transplantation to the eastern part of the state. What made this suit more dis
turbing than those that had preceded it was that this suit was fashioned under the
Federal Civil Rights Act, naming the Chairman and individual Commission mem
bers, personally, as defendants. Additionally, this suit raised the immediate pros
pect of taking depositions of Commission members and their staffs in an attempt
to pierce the legislative immunity that had thus far been preserved.
The Chester County suit traced its way back to the stormy collapse of Senator
Pecora’s seat in western Pennsylvania and the reemergence of his 44th District seat
in eastern Pennsylvania. The colorful, cigar-chomping Pecora had waged an un
successful battle in the Pennsylvania Supreme Court, challenging the decision of
’ This avenue having failed, Pecora then
36
the Commission to eliminate his seat.
political maneuvers which left his own politi
coaster-like
pursued a series of roller
new 44th District incensed.
the
of
voters
the
and
stunned
cal party
Pecora first switched his party registration and became a Democrat, in March
of 1992, throwing his hat into the ring for the Democratic primary in the newly..
362 This
drawn 18th U.S. Congressional District, a heavily Democratic piece of turf.
The
Republican
uneasy.
and
nonpiussed
Harrisburg
in
left Senate Republicans
majority in the Senate had been reduced to 26-to-24 in 1990, meaning that a single
defection to the Democrats would create a 25-to-25 split. Pecora had once before
switched parties from Democrat to Republican prior to becoming a state Senator
and had openly wooed Democrats in 1990, reportedly offering to switch sides of
the aisle in return for the position of President Pro Tempore of the Senate, a deal
that never materialized. Republicans feared the worst if Pecora chose to take a seat
’
36
on the Democratic side of the Chamber after the election played out.
al seat in
Congression
U.S.
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primary
Democratic
April
After winning the
by
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political
surprised
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of
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a busy
Congress
incumbent
suffering a resounding defeat in the general election against
man Rick Santorum (R., Mount Lebanon), who won by a hefty margin in a district
4 Following this loss in November of
Democratic.
that was approximately 70% 36
seek
1992, Pecora reported to his usual place of work in the Pennsylvania Senate,
De
District.
44th
ing to be seated as the incumbent Senator from the transplanted
he
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spite private conversations in which he had reportedly
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See supra text accompanying notes 313-16.
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strode into the Senate chamber and voted to elect a Democrat President Pro Tern
pore.’
This produced an uproar in the Senate. After the Senate Democrats defeated
moves challenging Pecora as the legitimate Senator representing the newlytransplanted 44th District in southeastern Pennsylvania, a heavily Republican dis
trict in which Pecora now rented an apartment, the battle lines for a new lawsuit
366
were drawn.
It was not at all clear that the Reapportionment Commission would be the tar
get of the suit. The Senate of Pennsylvania by law retains the absolute right to de
termine the legitimacy of its members’ credentials.
367 The Lieutenant Governor
possesses the sole ability to declare a special election, in the event that a vacancy
was deemed to exist in the new 44th District.
368 Thus, it was not clear that the Com
mission had any power to determine whether Pecora should be seated or removed
o to determine if the new 44th District should be declared vacant and a special
election held. Nonetheless, the Chester County lawsuit, brought under the caption
Donatelli v. Casey, named Chairman Cindrich and the other four members of the
Commission as individual defendants.
369 The suit, fashioned under the Civil Rights
Act of the Reconstruction Era, 42 U.S.C. §1983, alleged that the Commission
members, acting under color of state law, had deprived voters in the new 44th Dis
trict of their equal protection of the laws under the Fourteenth Amendment of the
U.S. Constitution. The suit sought, among other things, money damages against
Chairman Cindrich, Representative Perzel, and Representative Kukovich person
ally (the three Commission members who voted in favor of the Final Plan), a
court-ordered special election in the new 44th District, and attorney’s fees.
The immediate threat posed by the Chester County lawsuit was that the attor
neys for defendants Jubelirer and Loeper, who openly sympathized with plaintiffs,
quickly issued a subpoena to the Executive Director, seeking to conduct his deposi
tion and have him turn over a plethora of documents and internal notes and mem
oranda of the Commission, The subpoena requested all letters, correspondence,
memoranda, reports, charts, graphs, calendars, and printouts in any way relating
Palace coup: Pecora’s revenge shifts niajorly HARRISBURG PATRIOT NEWS,
Nov. 25, 1992.
With Senator Pecora’s vote, a tie resulted. The Lieutenant Governor’s vote broke
the tie in favor of
the Democrats.
Mark Abranss, Pecora says he is unshaken by controvers); READING TIMES,
Jan. 6, 1993. An
additional vacancy occurred as a result of the resignation of Republican State Senator
James C.
Greenwood, who had been elected to Congress in the November election. As a result, when
the 1993
Senate convened, the Democrats held a 25-24 majority
the first Democrat majority since 1980.
The Pennsylvania Constitution, provides that the Senate is the exclusive “judge
of the election and
qualifications of its members.” PA. CONST. art. II, §9.
“ SeePA. CONST. art. II, §2; art.
TI, §9. See aLso 25 PA. CONS. STAT. ANN. §2778(Purdon Supp.
1992).
w See Donatelli
v. Casey, 826 F. Supp. 131 (E,D. Pa. 1993). The suit also named as defendants Senator
J. William Lincoln (t)., Dunbar) and Senator Robert C. Jubelirer (R,, Altoona),
who had become
the new Majority and Minority Leaders of the Senate, respectively, following the
realignment of
power. The theory of naming these two individuals was that the Pennsylvama Constitution
wssun
clear as to whether the Commission consisted of those party leaders who were initially
certified to
serve as Commission members, or whether the new patty leaders now assumed the status
of Commis
sion members. SeePA, CONST. Sit, II, §17(b). This issue was later mooted when (he
putative new’’
Commision members stmply deputized the extst!ng (ommission niembers to continue
to act. It was
the clear pinion of tIe homrnisston’s pccisI ecunsel, ha SitS wet that the Cotnmwsin
unbers
remained unchanged until the next decennial cen.sus. since they had been properly
certified. See
Sante pt or Suede sketiug 27 3(1 (Feb
1993) (Sta A cli cs
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to the inner-workings of the Commission I his demand posed api oblem because
the Commission had long since run out of funds to pay for legal counsel; more
seriously, the prospect of turning over such mteriais, along with depositions,
threatened to destroy the legislative immunity that had thus far protected the
C ommission and its staff. Although Senator Loepe was ostensibly a defendant in
the Chester County lawsuit, he clearly shared a common interest with the plain
tiffs. The Republican party was anxious to have a special election held in the 44th
District, in order to return the balance of power to the Republicans.
The Executive Director therefore filed a pro se motion with the federal court in
Pittsburgh, seeking to halt his own deposition and quash the subpoena until the
Commission had an opportunity to obtain legal counsel to protect its interests.
This was critical, the Executive Director argued, to preserve the legislative immu
nity of the Commission and to protect its rights under the Speech or Debate Clause
of the Pennsylvania Constitution.’’ A number of cases in Pennsylvania and else
where had suggested that the same legislative immunity that protected legislators
and their staffs from lawsuits likewise protected the state Reapportionment Corn
mission. If this were the case, the Speech or Debate Clause of Article II, Section
’
3
15, of the Pennsylvania Constitution would clearly safeguard the items belonging
to the Commission and its staff requested under the subpoena, just as the Speech
or Debate Clause protected the Pennsylvania Legislature itself.’’
Federal District Judge Gustave Diamond granted the pro se motion of the Exec
utive Director, quashing the subpoena and allowing the Commission time to ob
tain legal counsel to protect its rights as a body. At a hastily convened public meet
ing held on February 3, 1993, the Commission unanimously approved the hiring of
W. Thomas McGough, Jr., as Special Counsel for the Commission. McGough, a
highly respected lawyer in Pittsburgh and a former clerk to Justice Rehnquist of
the U.S. Supreme Court, had previously handled Section 1983 actions involving
public officials and offered to accept the case at a sharply reduced fee to soften the
Commission’s budgetary problems.
At the insistence of Chairman Cindrich, the Commission made clear that it in
tended to take no position on the merits of the Chester County action, According
to the Chairman, the issue of whether a special election should be called was a
purely political issue, over which the Commission had no control and should take
no official stance. The sole job of the Special Counsel would be to protect the in
terests of the Commission as a body, as well as the individual members sued for
money damages. The primary goal was to ensure that legislative immunity and
See Subpoena In a Civil Case, Civil Action No. 92-CV-9429 (Jan. 8, 1993) (State Archives).
See Pro Se Motion for Protection Order, to Quash Subpoena, and for Stay of Discovery Pending

‘‘

31

Reasonable Opportunity to Obtain Legal Counsel (ED. Pa. Cix. No. 92-CV-7429, W.D. Pa. Misc.
93-24 Jan. 21, 1993) (State Archives).
See, e.g., In re Reapportionment Plan for Pennsylvania General Assembly, 497 Pa. at 532, 442 A.2d
885
at 665 (holding that the Commission fulfills a legislative function); Lunderstadt s’. Colafella,
1983
F.2d 66, 73-74 (3d Cir. 1989) (applying federal common law of legislative immunity to Section
actions against state legislators); Hispanic Coalition on Reapportionment s. Legislative Reappor
tionment Comm’n, 536 F. Supp. 578, 582 n.2 (ED. Pa. 1982), aff’d, 459 U.S. 801 (1982) (finding
that legislative immunity applied to block the deposition of the former Chairnsan of the Reappor
tionment Commission); Holmes v. Farmer, 475 A.2d 976, 984 (RI. 1984) (applying legislative im
munity to state reapportionment only).
Brief
For a detailed discussion of the legislative immunity and Speech or Debate Clause issues, see
(State
for Appellees John M. Perzel and Robert J. Cindrich, No. 93-1293 (3d Cir. Apr. 19, 1993)
Archives).
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Speech or Debate Clause guarantees were safeguarded. As far as the fate of Sena
tor Pecora and the proposed Special Election, this could be thrashed out by the
Democrats and Republicans in federal court, utilizing their own funds.’
73 With the
role of the Commission sharply narrowed in this fashion the Chester County ho
gation moved forward in an orderly and streamlined fashion, with Special Couns
el
McGough and his associate Mark Melodia maintaining a low-key role
and ad
dressing only the narrow issues that threatened the Commission as an institu
tion
The case was assigned to Federal Judge Robert S Gawthrop HI
a former
chairman of the Republican Committee of Chester County Despite his
avowed
sympathy with the voters of the displaced 44th District Judge Gawth
rop issued an
intriguing opinion after extensive briefing and oral argument, that
concluded that
no violation of the Federal Civil Rights Act had occurred Judge Gawth
rop first
reviewed the law under the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourte
enth Amend
ment and concluded that a rational basis ‘test had to be applied
As long as the
actions of the Commission in adopting a Final Plan were rationally
related to a
legitimate state interest, they would pass constitutional muster
Judge Gawthrop first noted with wit and verve that
[I]n an apparently unique feat of legislative levitation and legerde
main
the 44th District was whisked 250 miles across the Commomealt
h re
plete with its own pre elected senator and plopped down upon
the not
entirely unsuspecting but certainly unelecting brand new batch of vot
ers in eastern Pennsylvania, as some sort of senatorial manna from
the
Monogahela 376
‘

Judge Gawthrop then acknowledged that there was a clear detrim
ent to the voters
of the new 44th District who would be forced to be represe
nted by Senator Pc
cora from the other end of Pennsylvania and for whom none
of them had voted
for another two years. In eloquent prose he wrote:
I do recognize, at first that there is undeniably a disadvantage
visited
upon the citizens plaintiffs in question that is to say the voters
v ho
now find themselves by quirk of legislative quarrel, firmly
ensconced
within the remarkably ambulatory 44th Senatorial Distric
t it is true
that they did not get to vote br the person who is now their senato
r It
is true that their senator may have political views that are anathe
ma to
them, embracing thoughts diametric to their own. It is true
as well that
because of the numbering they are going to be stuck with him as
their
Senator all things being equal until the end of 1994
Nonetheless Judge Gassthrop concluded that tnis disadvantage
did not ise
to the level of a denial of equal protet 000 under
the laws Indeed he noted that
state records indicated that over 1,086,454 other citizen
s throughout the Common
wealth were being represented by legislators for whom
they had not voted follow
ing 7
reapportionm
8
ent: Judge Gawthrop found a “rational basis” for the actions
“

See iranseript of the Legislahve Reapportionment
Commission Public Meeting (P.14 (Feb. 3 1993)
(Plate Archives).
Donameib v. Casr.., 816 C Supp. 131 11CC. Pa. 1993).
Id. ai 132-33.
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8 It could not be said that the state, through the Reappor
was elected to serve.”
tionment Commission, lacked a rational basis for a Final Plan which inevitably
was bound to cause disruption due to massive population shifts beyond its control.
Although the Third Circuit was “not unmindful of the strong intimation in the
plaintiffs’ papers that political partisanship was a driving force between the unu
sual chain of events at issue here,” the court found this to be proof of the adage
that federal courts should generally steer clear of political disputes arising out of
389
state reappOrtiOflmeflts.
In a footnote, the Third Circuit in Donatelli also concluded that it did not need
to reach either the issue of the Commission’s immunity under the Speech or De
bate Clause or of the Commission members’ qualified immunity from damages.’
°
9
These issues were, in the end, moot. Thus, the final chapter of the Reapportion
ment of 1991 was closed, with the Commission able to preserve its rights as a body
for the benefit of future Commissions. No decision of any court had indicated that
the Commission should receive any less protection than the legislature itself in the
face of litigation and political volleying that spilled into the judicial arena.
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XIIL
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thought to guide the pen of reapportionment, rather than random computerdriven hash marks. This is a considerable benefit, ultimately, to citizens who wish
to live in representative districts defined loosely by true communities of interest.
Finally, when the framers drafted the reapportionment provisions of the Penn
sylvania Constitution in 1967-68, they deliberately conceived of the existing plan
as the best of both worlds. There was considerable concern about leaving the proentirely in the hands of the legislature; that approach had led to mischief and
ridlock in the early part of the twentieth century and was the precise reason that
1967-68 Constitutional Convention was directed to target reapportionment for
393 At the same time, the framers had balked at entirely taking reapportion
change.
ment out of the hands of the political leaders and placing the responsibility in the
94 The political leaders possessed a
hands of “neutral” parties such as judges.
wealth of experience and sensitivity to life from Bucks County to Carbon County
to Westmoreland County to Center City Philadelphia. These legislators had been
elected directly by the people and were in the best position to guide the process and
to fashion new districts each decade. The Constitutional Convention thus settled
on a middle ground, in essence, between the pure “Iowa model” and the pure “po
litical model” in which legislators controlled the process unchecked. Under the
current Article II, Section 17, the neutral Chairman was injected into the equation
to moderate political interests and act as a swing vote.
The question of shifting to an Iowa model is in any event an academic one, since
any change in the Commonwealth’s reapportionment process would require a con
stitutional amendment. Furthermore, the Commission’s experience in 1991 con
firmed that the presence of political leaders and their staffs in the reapportionment
process is virtually indispensable in such a fast-paced mission, particularly if dis
tricts are to be created that reflect the natural interests, politics, and alliances of
thousands of neighborhoods and communities across the Commonwealth.

B. Need for an Independent Chairman
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To protect the Legislature from citizen perceptions that the legislature is unduly
focussed on preserving incumbencies, and to carry out the constitutional scheme
envisioned by Article II, Section 17, it is absolutely essential that the Chairman
play an active, independent role in future reapportionments. The independent
Chairman, in the minds of the constitutional draftsmen, distinguished the current
Pennsylvania system from the previous (unsatisfactory) approach controlled en
tirely by the legislature.
A number of steps might be taken to achieve fine-tuning on this front. First, the
Chairman should be selected early, perhaps six months in advance of the actual
reapportionment. He or she should have an opportunity to begin to absorb the
mass of material involving population data, legal precedent, past reapportionment
history, and other information befote stepping into office. Likewise, the support
ing framewoik for the Chairman should be prepared by the ultimate Commission
members (i.e. the Majority and Minority Leaders of the House and Senate) at least
nne year in advance of the formal start of the reapportionment process No need
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‘ons concerning expenditures, and otherwise keep the Commission afloat in a way
jat protects the Commission as a body This was the case, for instance, in the
hester County litigation in 1993, which squarely pitted Democratic and Republi
a interests in the battle over the relocation of Senator Pecora’s seat in eastern
’ To the extent that the Chairman can be viewed as apolitical, this
9
nnsylvania.’
11 go a long way to instill confidence in citizens and politicians alike.
C Enhanced Opportunity for Citizen Participation
Throughout the reapportionment process the Commission was faced with a
stream of requests from citizens and groups seeking data and maps useful in gener
ating their own proposals The Commission took a consistent stand in favor of lib
eral public access to official data and maps At the same time, early in the reap
portionment process some groups like the NAACP criticized the Commission for
not providing racial data in a prompt and usable fashion The Puerto Rican Le
gal Defense and Education Fund chastised the Commission for not providing corn
puter terminals and software that would allow citizens to sit in an office and create
their own proposed reapportionment plans as was done in New Yoik City
398
The Commission did go to great lengths to provide population data and racial
data to all those making requests The data was provided on a computer disc as
well as in hard copy free of charge However it became clear that with the advent
of the computer age in reapportionment more will have to be done in future reap
portionments to ensure meaningful public participation
The key will be to distinguish between official data used by the Commission to
generate a plan which should be made immediately accessible to the public and
the actual work product of the Commission members and their staffs, which must
remain privileged. Census data, revisions to the census data made by LDPC, racial
data, voting age population, past voting statistics, political affiliation data, the
Preliminary Plan, and the Final Plan should all be made available to the public at
minimal cost These constitute official data and serve as the raw materials with
which the Commission itself generates its Preliminary and Final Plans The same
raw materials should be available to allow a citizen or group to generate his or her
own maps and proposals. On the other hand, working maps generated by the
Commission members and their staffs proposing districts for purposes of negotiat
ing and the notes of Commission members and their staffs should be off limits.
These are unofficial documents that constitute the work product of the Commis
sion as it seeks to forge a statewide plan in just ninety days.
Just as the legislature and its members are not forced to divulge the considerable
documents that go into strategizing and negotiating over a piece of legislation be
fore it is formally proposed, it would result in chaos if every step of the Commis
sion’s work were exposed to public scrutiny. All meetings of the Chairman and
Commission members (i.e. where a quorum is present) must be held in public; only
here can official business be conducted, However, much of the Commission’s pre
liminary work is accomplished by staff members and individual Commission
See supra Section X.il
See supra text accompanyIng notes 156-57.
See supra text accompanying notes 200-01.
.Letter from Arthur A.. Baer, Associate Counsel, Puerto Rican Legal Defense and Education Fund to
Ken Gormley, Executive Director, Pennsylvania Legislative R.eapport.ionment Com.niission (Aug..
21 ID)!) SI tIc Ereni cc
t
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district that snaked its way along Interstate 85 to create a majority AfricanAmerican enclave constituted a potential violation of the Equal Protection Clause
and in effect amounted to reverse racial gerrymandering. Justice Sandra Day
O’Connor authored the majority opinion, holding that the unsightly, contorted
majority African-American district “resembles the most egregious racial gerry
° Although acknowledging that “race-conscious redistrict
40
manders of the past.”
unconstitutional,” Justice O’Connor wrote in stern language
ing is not always 406
who
that “[a] reapportionment plan that includes in one district individuals
an
bears
skin,
of
their
the
color
but
another
may have little in common with one
uncomfortable relationship to political apartheid.’ ‘4°,
The proper approach for the Court in analyzing such blatant racial gerryman
dering, wrote Justice O’Connor, was to apply the “strict scrutiny” standard. Only
if a reapportionment plan is “narrowly tailored to further a compelling govern
mental interest” will it be upheld under the Equal Protection Clause.’°° Justice
O’Connor made clear that the Court was expressing no opinion as to whether “the
intentional creation of majority-minority districts, without more” always gave
409 However, when the district is so dramatically
rise to an equal protection claim.
irregular and departs from the traditional guideposts of compactness, contiguity,
and respect for political boundaries that it cannot be understood as anything other
than an effort to “segregate voters” on the basis of race, the strict scrutiny stan
dard of the Equal Protection Clause must apply.°’°
It is far from clear whether the Supreme Court’s decision in Shaw signals a re
thinking of the Thorn burg v. Gingles standard which so powerfully drove the
Pennsylvania Reapportionment of 1991, Although some newspaper accounts
jurisprudence, the undercur
viewed Shaw as a major overhaul in redistricting 4
rent of Justice O’Connor’s opinion in Shaw seems to be that race-based districts
are still permissible, and indeed mandated, by the Voting Rights Act up to a
2 At some point, however, the creation of race-based districts becomes so
’
4
point.
contorted and unlike the norm that strict scrutiny must be employed. In such in
stances, only if the majority-minority district is “narrowly tailored to further a
compelling governmental interest” can such a blatant creation be upheld under the
Equal Protection Clause.
If Shaw suggests anything, clearly it is that federal law surrounding the Voting
Rights Act has a long way to grow. In the next decade, Gingles and its progeny will
undoubtedly need further refinement as the courts walk the delicate balance be
tween prohibiting “political apartheid” and allowing African-Americans and mi
norities a fighting chance in an electoral system that was for centuries stacked
against them.
...
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XIV.
CONCLUSION
The lessons from the Pennsylvania Reapportionment of 1991 are plentiful and
positive for future Commissions, legislators, citizens, and scholars alike.
In its
third incarnation, the Commission faced a downpour of new issues and controver
sies, some politically explosive, others legally intricate. Yet the Commission rose to
all challenges, adapting itself as a body and producing a Final Plan that withsto
od
more attacks in the courts than any previous reapportionment plan in the Com
monwealth’s history.
With new issues blossoming under the Federal Voting Rights Act and
popula
tions in Pennsylvania continuing to shift, the reapportionment ritual has becom
e
much more pressing and personal for individual citizens. If the experie
nce of 1991
proved anything, it is that the age of citizen participation is upon us.
So, too, is an era of dependence upon an active, independent Chairman.
The
proliferation of new technology necessarily entails a harnessing
of human ad
vancements for the benefit of greater debate and citizen participation
, rather than
falling backwards into the secretive shadows that dominated reappo
rtionment in
the first half of the 20th century.
That, after all, was the precise vision of the framers of Article II,
Section 17,
when they assembled in Harrisburg in 1967 and 1968 to amend
the Pennsylvania
Constitution. The result was intended to be a system, unique to Pennsy
lvania, that
allowed a healthy dose of political input and recognized the absolu value
te
of polit
ical expertise reposing in the legislature, while at the same time
ensuring that the
interests of the citizens would ultimately guide the swing vote.
The genius of the Pennsylvania system is that it blends old-fashioned
political
bartering and grass-roots wisdom with a healthy dose of neutral dispas
sion, vested
in the Chairman. As long as this delicate balance is preserv
ed, in the spirit of the
Constitution itself, each future Commission will continue to experim
ent and grow
in the face of challenges that no living human being, in any
previous generation,
could have ever forseen. Such is the beauty, indeed the essenc
e, of the American
democratic experiment.
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APPENDIX A
CONSTITUTION OF THE
COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA
ARTWLE H

THE LEGISLATURE

Legislative Districts
Section 16. The Commonwealth shall be divided into 50 senatorial and 203 rep
resentative districts, which shall be composed of compact and contiguous territory
as nearly equal in population as practicable. Each senatorial district shall elect one
Senator, and each representative district one Representative. Unless absolutely
necessary no county, city, incorporated town, borough, township or ward shall be
divided in forming either a senatorial or representative district.
Legislative Reapportionment Commission
Section 17, (a) In each year following the year of the Federal decennial census, a
Legislative Reapportionment Commission shall be constituted for the purpose of
reapportioning the Commonwealth. The commission shall act by a majority of its
entire membership.
(b) The commission shall consist of five members: four of whom shall be the
majority and minority leaders of both the Senate and the House of Representa
tives, or deputies appointed by each of them, and a chairman selected as hereinaf
ter provided. No later than 60 days following the official reporting of the Federal
decennial census as required by Federal law, the four members shall be certified by
the President pro tempore of the Senate and the Speaker of the House of Repre
sentatives to the elections officer of the Commonwealth who under law shall have
supervision over elections.
The four members within 45 days after their certification shall select the fifth
member, who shall serve as chairman of the commission, and shall immediately
certify his name to such elections officer. The chairman shall be a citizen of the
Commonwealth other than a local, State or Federal official holding an office to
which compensation is attached.
If the four members fail to select the fifth member within the time prescribed, a
majority of the entire membership of the Supreme Court within 30 days thereafter
shall appoint the chairman as aforesaid and certify his appointment to such elec
tions officer.
Any vacancy in the commission shall be filled within 15 days in the same man
ner in which such position was originally filled,
(c) No later than 90 days after either the commission has been duly certified or
the population data for the Commonwealth as determined by the Federal decen
nial census are available, whichever is later in time, the commission shaLl file a pre
liminary reapportionment plan with such elections officer.
The commission shall have 30 days after filing the preliminary plan to make
corrections in the plan.
Any person aggrieved by the preliminary plan shall have the same 30-day period
to file exceptions with the commission in which case the commission shall have 30
days after the date the exceptions were filed to prepare and file with such elections
officer a revised reapportionment plan. If no exceptions are filed within 30 days,
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or if filed and acted upon, the commission’s plan shall be final and have the force
oflaw.
(d) Any aggrieved person may file an appeal from the final plan directly to the
Supreme Court within 30 days after the filing thereof. If the appellant establishes
that the final plan is contrary to law, the Supreme Court shall issue an order re
manding the plan to the commission and directing the commission to reapportion
the Commonwealth in a manner not inconsistent with such order.
(e) When the Supreme Court has finally decided an appeal or when the last day
for filing an appeal has passed with no appeal taken, the reapportionment plan
shall have the force of law and the districts therein provided shall be used thereaf
ter in elections to the General Assembly until the next reapportionment as required
under this section 17.
(f) The General Assembly shall appropriate sufficient funds for the compensa
lion and expenses of members and staff appointed by the commission, and other
necessary expenses. The members of the commission shall be entitled to such com
pensation for their services as the General Assembly from time to time shall deter
mine, but no part thereof shall be paid until a preliminary plan is filed. If a prelim
i
nary plan is filed but the commission fails to file a revised or final plan within the
time prescribed, the commission members shall forfeit all right to compensatio
n
not paid.
(g) If a preliminary, revised or final reapportionment plan is not filed by the
commission within the time prescribed by this section, unless the time be extended
by the Supreme Court for cause shown, the Supreme Court shall immediately
pro
ceed on its own motion to reapportion the Commonwealth.
(h) Any reapportionment plan filed by the commission, or ordered or prepared
by the Supreme Court upon the failure of the commission to act, shall
be published
by the elections officer once in at least one newspaper of general circulation
in each
senatorial and representative district. The publication shall contain a map of
the
Commonwealth showing the complete reapportionment of the General Assembly
by districts, and a map showing the reapportioned districts in the
area normally
served by the newspaper in which the publication is made. The publication
shall
also state the population of the senatorial and representative districts having
the
smallest and largest population and the percentage variation of such districts
from
the average population for senatorial and representative districts.
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